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Letter   from   the   Director 
 

 
We   need   technology   in   every   classroom   and   in   every   student   and 
teacher’s   hand,   because   it   is   the   pen   and   paper   of   our   time,   and   it   is 
the   lens   through   which   we   experience   much   of   our   world.  
—   David   Warlick,   Educator,   Writer,   Programmer  
 
It   is   the   mission   of   the   Groton-Dunstable   Regional   School   District   to   prepare   students   for   a   21st   century 
global   economy.   This   mission   must   be   woven   into   the   fabric   of   our   schools   and   developed   as   a   literacy   that 
all   students   acquire. 
 
In   the   hands   of   students   and   teachers,   technology   is   powerful.   When   in   support   of   a   rigorous   curriculum, 
technology   can   transform   learning.   Integrating   educational   technology   into   our   classrooms   and   lessons   is 
essential   to   providing   a   quality   education. 
 
Seymour   Papert,   an   MIT   mathematician   and   educator   who   wrote    Mindstorms:   Children,   Computers,   and 
Powerful   Ideas    and   developed   the   LOGO   computing   language,   begins   his   landmark   book    describing   his 1

experience   with   gears   he   played   with   as   a   youngster.   As   a   result   of   his   experiences   with   these   gears,   Papert 
came   to   understand   physics   in   a   way   impossible   to   replicate   with   only   books   and   lectures.   Papert’s 
childhood   gears   were   “objects-to-think-with.”   Papert   saw   computers   as   some   of   the   best   objects   to   think 
with   because   young   people   better   understand   concepts   when   they   can   manipulate   today’s   ideas   for 
themselves   using   digital   tools. 
 
At   the   Groton-Dunstable   Regional   School   District,   we   want   students   to   use   technology   to   think   with   in 
ways   that   go   beyond   the   pen-and-paper.   We   want   students   to   use   technology   to   construct   and 
demonstrate   their   learning   of   curriculum   content   and   to   interact   with   the   world. 
 
To   meet   the   needs   of   the   21st   century   learner,   we   must   ensure   students   are   prepared   to   thrive   in   a   world 
that   demands   collaboration,   innovative   thinking,   and   adaptability.   To   prepare   students   for   the   rigors   of   life 
beyond   school,   we   must   ensure   that   they   are   developing   essential   skills   across   all   content   areas   that   will 
ultimately   help   ensure   students   graduate   our   schools      college   and   career   ready. 
 
We   believe   our   goal   should   be   to   prepare   students   for   the   challenges   of   our   interconnected,   globalized, 
tech-laden   economy   and   society.   We   should   be   preparing   students   not   only   for   college   or   job   placement, 
but   also   for   life,   in   a   world   where   work   tasks   and   responsibilities   will   constantly   change   and   new   ones   will 
emerge. 
 
To   integrate   digital   learning   and   technology   into   the   fabric   of   our   school   district,   the   Education   Technology 
Department,   in   conjunction   with   teachers,   staff,   administration,   and   the   community,   must   collectively 

1   Papert,   S.   (1993).   Mindstorms:   Children,   Computers,   and   Powerful   Ideas.   New   York,   NY. 
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develop   a   strategic   technology   plan   that   serves   as   a   path   for   integrating   digital   learning   strategies   that 
directly   impact   teaching   and   learning.  
 
Effective   leadership   is   critical   to   the   success   of   any   technology   integration   program.   A   defining   trait   of 
successful   school   based   technology   programs   is   a   well-defined   vision,   including   technology   infused 
teaching   and   learning   that   is   effectively   shared   with   various   constituents.   Effective   communication   of   this 
vision   to   all   stakeholders   results   in   a   common   goal   for   the   entire   district   which   will   allow   for   increased 
innovation. 
 
To   create   our   plan,   we   used   quality   resources,   including   the   following   educational   materials   and   standards: 
 

● The   U.S.   Department   of   Education,   through   the   Office   of   Educational   Technology   created   an 
open-source,   publicly   funded   vision   and   plan    for   learning   environments   supported   by   technology. 2

● In   conjunction   with   the   Alliance   for   Excellent   Education   and   the   U.S.   Department   of   Education, 
Future   Ready   Learning   materials   and   assessments   were   used   to   help   ensure   that   our   technology 
and   digital   learning   plans   align   with   instructional   best   practices,   and   lead   to   personalized   learning 
experiences   for   all   students. 

● Benchmarks    by   the   Massachusetts   Department   of   Elementary   and   Secondary   Education   (DESE) 3

were   designed   to   guide   districts   in   developing   purposeful   long-range   technology   plans. 
● International   Society   for   Technology   in   Education   (ISTE)   Standards   for   Students   is   the   definitive 

framework   for   successfully   implementing   digital   strategies   to   positively   impact   learning   and 
teaching   in   our   technology-powered   world. 

 
Technology   should   be   like   oxygen:   ubiquitous,   necessary   and   invisible. 
—   Chris   Lehmann,   Director   of   The   Educator   Collaborative 
 
This   strategic   technology   plan   will   be   managed   by   the    Educational   Technology   Department   and   integrated 
by   the   educators   throughout   the   district.   While   both   our   district   mission   and   strategic   technology   plan 
directly   serve   our   students,   they   also   serve   to   remind   every   educator   that   we   are   all   lifelong   learners   who 
share   in   this   process   with   our   students. 
 
Innovation   itself   is   a   process,   not   an   event.   We   will   continue   to   refine   strategies   and   practices   with   all 
stakeholders   to   reflect   emerging   technologies   while   keeping   our   mission   to   reinforce   the   district   vision, 
budget   considerations,   digital   learning,   and   technology   integration .   To   provide   our   students   with   the   most 4

current   technologies,   we   must   continually   assess   our   infrastructure,   hardware,   and   software   applications. 
Therefore,   our   strategic   technology   planning   document   is   "living"   and   will   change. 
 
Technology   needs   must   be   in   the   service   of   learning.   This   may   seem   obvious,   but   all   too   often   technology 

2   U.S.   Department   of   Education.   (2016).    2016   National   Education   Technology   Plan .   Retrieved   from    http://tech.ed.gov 
3   Massachusetts   Department   of   Elementary   and   Secondary   Education   (2016).    Local   Technology   Plan   Guidelines . 
Retrieved   from    http://www.doe.mass.edu/odl/news/2010/10-15guidelines.pdf 
4   The   Massachusetts   Department   of   Elementary   and   Secondary   Education   defines   technology   integration   as 
the   daily   use   of   technology   in   classrooms,   libraries,   and   labs   to   improve   student   learning. 
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becomes   an   end   unto   itself,   rather   than   a   coherent   part   of   a   community   plan   for   learning.   The   many   details 
in   technology   planning,   including   acquisition,   security,   sustainability,   teacher   training,   parent   education,   and 
so   on,   cause   people   to   lose   sight   of   the   most   important   issue,   which   is   student   learning.   Tools   and 
infrastructure   are   important,   but   not   as   important   as   empowering   educators   to   use   technology   in   ways   that 
engage   and   empower   all   students. 
 
We   know   that   not   all   students   learn   the   same   way.   Our   students   have   processing   differences   that   influence 
how   well   they   will   handle   information   through   visual,   aural,   tactile   or   kinesthetic   modalities.   We   also   know 
that   information   presented   through   multiple   modalities   addresses   a   wider   range   of   learners   and   increases 
comprehension.   Technology   provides   us   with   a   variety   of   options   to   engage   all   students   through   multiple 
modalities. 
 
At   the   Groton-Dunstable   Regional   School   District,   technology   integration   is   an   essential   process   which   can 
enhance   and   support   the   delivery   of   engaging   and   effective   instruction.   To   create   an   effective 
technologically   infused   educational   environment,   every   classroom   must   be   equipped   with   diverse 
technologies   to   promote   varied   teaching   and   learning   practices.  
 
Educational   technology   also   plays   a   valuable   role   in   the   implementation   of   our   district’s   Universal   Design   for 
Learning    (UDL)   initiative   by   providing   students   the   tools   to   analyze   information,   collaborate,   and   be 5

creative   as   well   as   provide   necessary   scaffolds   and   challenges,   that   will   engage   students   in   the   21st   century 
learning   environment   ( see   Section   2:   Digital   Learning ).   Our   teachers   must   be   knowledgeable   and   skilled   in 
the   use   of   technologies   in   daily   instruction   to   reach   our   diverse   set   of   learners.  
 
For   students   to   succeed   as   21st   century   learners,   they   must   be   technologically   literate   and   have   regular 
access   to   up-to-date   technology.   Through   recent   increases   to   district   technology   hardware   and 
infrastructure   ( see   Section   4:   Hardware   &   Infrastructure ),   made   possible   by   the   FY13   Technology   Warrant 
article,   the   Educational   Technology   Department   has   cultivated   a   strong   technology   ‘core’   across   the   district 
and   built   deeper   capacity   in   the   operating   budget,   to   meet   the   needs   of   our   staff,   students,   and   families.   We 
must   continue   on   this   path   and   address   future   needs   to   explore   personalized   learning    and   support 6

universally   designed   teaching. 
 
 
Luke   R.   Callahan,   M.Ed.,   Director   of   Technology 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5   The   National   Center   on   Universal   Design   for   Learning   defines   UDL   as   a   set   of   principles   for   curriculum   development 
that   give   all   individuals   equal   opportunities   to   learn. 
6   Per   the   iNACOL   website,   personalized   learning   is   tailoring   learning   for   each   student’s   strengths,   needs   and   interests   - 
including   enabling   student   voice   and   choice   in   what,   how,   when   and   where   they   learn   -   to   provide   flexibility   and 
supports   to   ensure   mastery   of   the   highest   standards   possible. 
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About   the   Strategic   Technology   Plan 
 

 
Located   35   miles   northwest   of   Boston,   conveniently   located   near   Interstate   495   and   Route   3,   the 
Groton-Dunstable   Regional   School   District   is   a   PreK-12   regional   school   district   with   an   enrollment   of 
approximately   2,500   students.   The   district 
features   excellent   students,   an   outstanding 
faculty,   dynamic   leadership   team,   and   a 
supportive   parent   community.   The   towns   of 
Groton   and   Dunstable   are   unique   in   their   own   way 
with   Groton   being   the   home   of   a   quaint 
downtown   area   that   boasts   history   and   fine 
dining,   while   Dunstable   holds   onto   much   of   its 
rural   charm   complete   with   several   working   dairy 
farms   in   the   community. 
 
In   the   fall   of   2015,   through   school   committee   and 
administration   efforts,   the   District   began   the   process   of   creating   a   strategic   technology   plan,   which 
includes   supporting   information,   goals,   industry   standards,   recommendations   and   more,   for   the   five   year 
period   beginning   July   1,   2016   and   ending   June   30,   2021.   Implicit   in   the   plan   are   opportunities   to   re-visit   its 
goals   as-needed   and   to   make   needed   adjustments. 
 
For   this   plan   to   be   effective,   all   stakeholders,   including   teachers,   parents,   students,   administrators   and   the 
communities   of   both   Groton   and   Dunstable,   need   continue   to   be   afforded   an   opportunity   to   provide   input 
into   the   goals   and   to   share   feedback.   Through   digital   surveys,   school   visits   with   teachers   and 
administrators,   community   forums,   school   leadership   team   meetings   and   more,   we   have   sought   out   the 
stakeholders   in   the   development   of   this   strategic   technology   plan.   Everyone   has   a   stake   in   the   educational 
outcome   for   our   students.  
 
This   strategic   technology   plan   provides   the   District   with   a   blueprint   and   a   shared   vision   ( see   Section   3: 
Culture   of   Innovation )   for   how   technology   can   best   meet   the   needs   of   all   learners   and   to   develop   a 
comprehensive   learning   infrastructure   ( see   Section   1:   Digital   Learning ).   This   infrastructure   includes   digital 
learning   content   and   other   resources   ( see   Section   4:   Infrastructure   and   Hardware ),   professional 
development   for   educators   ( see   Section   2:   Teaching )   and   technology-enabled   assessments   that   support 
learning   and   teaching   by   communicating   evidence   of   learning   progress   ( see   Section   3:   Culture   of 
Innovation ). 
 

Uses   of   the   Strategic   Technology   Plan 
The   Educational   Technology   Department   anticipates   several   specific   uses   for   our   strategic   technology 
plan.   The   strategic   plan   provides: 
 

● a   blueprint   for   decision-makers   to   implement   PreK-12   digital   learning; 
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● a   resource   to   use   when   developing   and   integrating   our   digital   learning   curriculum   including 
alignment   to   best   emerging   practices   in   instructional   content   and   assessment; 

● a   blueprint   for   the   Director   of   Technology   to   use   in   making   strategic   decisions   regarding 
district-wide   resource   allocation   and   implementation;   and 

● specific   targets   for   the   Groton-Dunstable   Regional   School   District   School   Committee   to   aim   their 
resources   in   pursuit   of   the   goals   set   out   in   the   plan. 

 

GDRSD   Vision   Statement 
The   following   vision   statement   provides   strategic   direction   on   the   District’s   technologically   infused 
educational   environment   will   look   like.   It   was   written   in   broad   terms   and   acts   as   a   guide   in   the   development 
of   our   strategic   technology   plan. 
 
Guiding   students   to   learn   today,   lead   tomorrow   and   reach   the   world 
—   Groton-Dunstable   Regional   School   District   Vision   Statement 
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Technology   Audit   Recommendations 
 

 
In   January   2013,   Robert   Cornacchiolo,   DERO   Technologies,   and   Patricia   Roberts,   PR   Consulting,   were   hired 
by   Groton-Dunstable   Regional   School   District.   A   technology   review   team,   consisting   of   the   consultants, 
superintendent,   district   and   administration,   technology   staff   and   teachers,   conducted   a   deep   review   of   the 
Educational   Technology   Department   along   with   network   and   classroom   technology   equipment.   The   review 
included   a   comparison   with   school   districts   of   similar   size   and   background.   Additional   data   was   gathered 
via   surveys   of   district   staff   during   a   two-day   school   visit.  
 
The   final   audit   listed   a   set   of   findings   and   recommendations   aimed   at   improving   technology   practices   that 
promote   21st   century   learning.   Of   utmost   importance   was   the   bolstering   of   support   and   educational 
staffing,   increasing   the   availability   of   student   devices,   and   updating   infrastructure. 
 
The   audit   focused   on   concerns   that   significantly   impact   the   teaching   and   learning   process.   In   final   form,   the 
findings   consisted   of   the   following   major   themes:   vision   and   planning,   infrastructure,   equipment, 
professional   development,   communication,   policies   and   staffing.   For   each   theme,   a   set   of   actionable 
recommendations   was   made,   which   can   be   found   in    Table   1.   Technology   Audit   (2013) .  
 
This   table   contains   actionable   recommendations   produced   by   the   audit.   A   checkmark   indicates   if   the 
conditions   have   been   met.   With   improved   funding   and   diligent   effort,   the   District   has   accomplished   a 
majority   of   the   recommendations.   However,   several   action   steps   have   not   been   completed   to   date. 
 
Table   1.    Technology   Audit   (2013) 

GDRSD   Technology   Audit   -   Prepared   January,   2013 

Vision   and   Planning:      Action   Steps Met Not   Met 
Create   a   comprehensive   long-range   technology   plan ✓  
Organize   technology   team(s)   at   district,   building   levels  ✓ 
Assess   infrastructure,   classroom   needs ✓  
Establish   a   process   to   report/review   technology   status   annually  ✓ 
Action   Step(s):    In   order   to   develop   teachers   as   technology   leaders   in   their   building   and   to   provide   the   forum   to 
discuss   technology   concerns,     the   District   should   establish   both   district   and   building   level   technology   teams, 
tasked   with   investigating   digital   learning   and   teaching.   Informally,   these   teams   should   provide   oversight, 
review   of   existing   and   future   initiatives,   reporting   back   to   the   Director   of   Technology   and   the   Educational 
Technology   Department   ( see   Section   1:   Digital   Learning ). 
 

Infrastructure:      Action   Steps Met Not   Met 
Review   existing   bandwidth,   agreement   with   Verizon ✓  

Network   assessment   to   support   online   testing ✓  

Install,   manage   robust   wireless   and   wired   networks ✓  
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Equipment:      Action   Steps Met Not   Met 
Perform   district-wide   assessment   of   computer   use,   create   inventory  7 ✓  

Revisit,   address   donated   equipment   to   staff ✓  

Work   with   principals,   staff   on   equipment   that   “best   suits   their   needs” ✓  

Consider   media   tools   needed   to   communicate   to   parents,   community ✓  

 

Professional   Development:      Action   Steps Met Not   Met 
Establish   sharing   of   best   practices   expectations   at   staff   meetings ✓  

Teachers   attendance   at   conferences,   visits   to   outside   classrooms ✓  

Assist   teachers   in   enhancement   of   curriculum,   lesson   planning ✓  

Provide   funding   for   technology   staff   professional   development ✓  

 

Communication:      Action   Steps Met Not   Met 
Evaluate   capacity   of   school;   district   web   pages ✓  

Teachers   have   ability   to   create,   edit   classroom   websites ✓  

Investigate   alternative   e-mail   system,   currently      limited ✓  

 

Staffing:      Action   Steps Met Not   Met 
Hire   additional   middle   school   tech   integration   specialist ✓  

Hire   technology   director ✓  

Hire   additional   district   technician   ✓ 
Increase   elementary   integration   specialists   (DESE   recommends   1:60-120   staff)  ✓ 
Action   Step(s):    Through   District   administration   and   stakeholders,   a   Needs   Assessment   was   created   during 
the   2015-2016   school   year   with   key   findings   emerging   that   need   to   be   addressed.   In   order   to   provide   essential 
support   services   and   improve   programs   to   meet   the   needs   of   our   students,   the   FY17   Needs   Assessment 
requested   a   1.0   FTE   elementary   Technology   Integration   Specialist   and   2.0   FTE   Network   Technicians   to   the 
existing   department   ( See   additional   information   on   staffing   under   section,   “Current   State   of   Educational 
Technology” ). 
 

Policies:      Action   Steps Met Not   Met 
Examine   other   district   documents,   standards   policies  ✓ 
Revise/modify   acceptable   use   policies   for   teachers,   students   (K-4,   5-12)  ✓ 
District   revision   of   “BYOD”   policy,   social   media   and   Web   2.0  ✓ 
Action   Step(s):    Although   there   is   a   formal,   empowered   use   policy   (EUP)    (see   Appendix   C:   Empowered   Use 
Policy) ,   there   is   not   a   clear   vision   and   communication   of   these   policies   to   stakeholders.   There   must   be   a 
review   of   current   policies   (i.e.   Acceptable   Use)   and   any   other   supplemental   policies   that   may   be   needed   with 

7   See   Appendix   D:   Inventory   for   further   details. 
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district   stakeholders    (see   Section   4:   Infrastructure   for   further   details) .   Although   informally   setup   at   this   time, 
the   current   BYOD   system   for   both   the   Middle   and   High   School   needs   to   be   mindful   of   an   instructional   model 
that   support   the   skills   educators   (and   students)   must   possess   to   apply   a   BYOD   program   in   the   most 
instructionally   and   pedagogically   effective   way.  
 
 
Funding,   Acquisition   Details   from   FY13   Technology   Warrant   Article 
A   major   action   resulting   from   the   technology   audit   was   a   proposal,   and   eventual   acceptance,   to   fund   a   FY13 
Technology   Warrant   article   by   both   Groton   and   Dunstable.   Originally   the   infrastructure   and   equipment 
requested   on   the   Warrant   was   considerably   higher,   but   a   final   amount   of   $562,055   was   voted   in   by   the 
taxpayers   of    both    towns.  
 
From   Article   6   of   the   Groton   Town   Meeting   on   April   22,   2013: 
 

The   schools   are   looking   for   support   to   improve   in   the   following   two   specific   areas:   Technology 
Infrastructure   ($164,225)   and   Technology   for   Teaching   and   Learning   ($397,830).   The   major 
portion   of   the   request   will   provide   much   needed   computers   for   student   and   teacher   use.   The   total 
request   of   this   article   is   $562,055   to   be   split   between   the   Towns   of   Groton   and   Dunstable. 
Approval   of   the   request   will   ensure   that   teachers   and   students   have   appropriate   access   to   basic 
technology   in   their   learning   environments.  

 
Significant   progress   to   transform   learning   in   the   district   by   leveraging   technology   was   made.   In   brief,   the 
FY13   Technology   Warrant   funding   allowed   acquisition   of   the   following   critical   resources:  
 

● 600   Samsung   Series   303   Google   Chromebook   laptops   (student   use) 
● 103   Apple   iPad   Tablets   (student   use) 
● 28   Mobile   Carts   (hold   Apple   iPad   and   Google   Chromebooks) 
● 78   Apple   Macbook   Air   laptops   (teacher   use) 
● 41   Lenovo   Laptops   (teacher   use) 
● 13   Document   Cameras 
● 10   LCD   Television   Displays 
● 40   Digital   Projectors 
● 15   Apple   TVs 
● 170   Aerohive   Wireless   Access   Points   (with   Power   over   Ethernet   (PoE)   capable   switches) 
● Installation   of   infrastructure   in   Florence   Roche,   Swallow   Union   and   Groton-Dunstable   Regional 

Middle   School   to   enable   wireless   system 
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Current   State   of   Educational   Technology 
 

 
The   Educational   Technology   Department   supports   all   district   stakeholders   including   teachers,   staff, 
students,   parents,   school   committee,   and   community   members.   Over   1,000   Google   Chrome   devices,   300 
staff   laptops,   and   250   Apple   iPads   are   supported   by   the   department.   Combined   with   file   servers,   Apple 
TV’s,   document   cameras,   computer   labs   and   other   miscellaneous   computers,   roughly   2,000   devices   are 
available   for   students   and   staff   that   need   support   and   maintenance. 
 
All   district   buildings   connect   to   the   Internet   through   a   publically   available   Verizon   FiOS   connection.   Each 
building   has   wireless   access   points   to   support   mobile   computing   inside   classrooms,   providing 
transformative   learning   opportunities   to   our   students.   In   addition   to   many   wireless   enabled   (mobile) 
devices,   the   schools   have   traditional   wired   computer   labs   for   students   and   staff.   Throughout   the   district 
there   are   268   wireless   access   points   deployed   which   allow   access   to   the   Internet.   A   primary   goal   of   the 
wireless   design   was   high   availability   and   redundancy.   Nearly   every   classroom   has   a   dedicated   access   point 
to   accommodate   simultaneous   use   of   mobile   carts   in   adjacent   classrooms.   The   system   is   centrally 
managed   with   independent   access   policies   available   to   each   location    (further   details   and 
recommendations,   please   see   Section   4.   Infrastructure ). 
 
The   Consortium   for   School   Networking   (CoSN)   Annual   E-rate   and   Infrastructure   Survey    found   that   55 8

percent   of   school   systems   across   the   nation   have   not   fully   met   the   Federal   Communications   Commission’s 
(FCC)   short-term   goal   of   100   Mbps   (megabytes   per   second)   of   Internet   bandwidth   per   1,000   students. 
Groton-Dunstable   Regional   High   School,   Groton-Dunstable   Regional   Middle   School,   and   Florence   Roche 
Elementary   School   are   connected   to   the   Internet   with   a   download   speed   of   300   Mbps,   exceeding   the   FCC 
goal.   Also   exceeding   the   Internet   bandwidth   goal   are   Swallow   Union   Elementary,   Boutwell   Early   Child   Care 
Center,   and   Prescott   School   (Central   Office),   all   connected   to   the   Internet   with   a   download   speed   of   150 
Mbps.   Presently   the   District   does   not   meet   the   Massachusetts   Department   of   Secondary   and   Elementary 
Education   (DESE)   Benchmark    (see   Table   3.   DESE   Local   Technology   Plan   Benchmarks) ,   which   suggests 
the   district   provide   internal   wide   area   network   (WAN)   connections   between   schools   of   at   least   1   Gbps 
(gigabyte   per   second)   per   1,000   students/staff.  
 

Building   Level   Technology 
Computers   are   available   at   Florence   Roche   and   Swallow   Union   Elementary   Schools   via   mobile   carts, 
consisting   of   both   Google   Chromebooks   and   Apple   iPads   and   a   physical   computer   lab   of   Mac   computers. 
Students   at   Groton-Dunstable   Regional   Middle   School,   which   supports   an   optional   “Bring   Your   Own 
Device”   (BYOD)   program,   have   access   to   13   mobile   carts   of   Google   Chromebooks   as   well   as   two   computer 
labs   and   two   library   labs   of   Windows   and   Chrome   OS   machines.   Groton-Dunstable   Regional   High   School, 
which   also   has   an   informal   BYOD   program,   provides   three   class-specific   labs   and   15   mobile   carts   for 
students    (See   Appendix   D:   Inventory   details) . 

8   COSN.   (2015).    CoSN’s   2015   Annual   E-rate   and   Infrastructure   Survey .   Retrieved   from 
http://www.cosn.org/Infrastructure2015 
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Nearly   all   students   have   access   to   technology   and   Internet   at   home.   In   a   recent   March   2016   survey   of 
district   families,   99.6   percent   say   they   have   Internet   access   at   home   and   99.7   percent   report   that   there   is   at 
least   one   computing   device   for   their   child   to   use   at   home   for   school   work.   On   the   same   survey,   80.7 
percent   of   district   families   reported   there   are   five   or   more   web-enabled   devices   at   home. 
 

Staff   Technology 
Computers   are   issued   to   teachers   and   a   majority   of   staff.   With   a   soon-to-be   adopted   five-year   replacement 
cycle,   it   is   extremely   important   that   we   continue   integration   of   technology   into   the   curriculum,   and   for 
teachers   to   have   access   to   up-to-date   technology   at   their   ready.   All   staff   receive   a   school-issued, 
web-based   Google   Apps   for   Education   account,   providing   access   to   cloud-based   document   creation, 
sharing,   collaboration   and   online   file   storage   as   well   as   e-mail   access,   which   facilitates   communication   to 
parents   and   the   community   along   with   collaborative   learning   alongside   students.   All   students   are   issued   a 
Google   Apps   for   Education   account,   which   further   promotes   collaborative   learning. 
 
In   addition   to   a   laptop   computer   with   newest   version   of   Microsoft   Office,   teachers   have   access   to   a   variety 
of   software   applications   (major   titles   shared   below)   needed   to   support   teaching   and   learning   and   the 
creation   of   interactive   lessons. 
 

District   Software 
The   District   provides   an   array   of   software   systems,   many   vendor   hosted   and   in   the   cloud    that   assist 9

teachers   and   administrators   with   instructional   and   administrative   functions.   Every   year,   the   district   provides 
instructional   software   that   is   accessible   to   staff   in   support   of   our   curriculum.   Included   below   are   just   some 
of   the   major   software   systems   that   require   active   management   and   support.  
 
To   maintain   compliance   with   the   Children's   Internet   Protection   Act   (CIPA) ,   enacted   by   Congress   in   2000, 10

every   school   in   the   district   has   firewall   and   filtering   protection   to   address   concerns   about   children's   access 
to   obscene   or   harmful   content   over   the   Internet.   Web   filtering   from   LightSpeed   Systems   helps   ensure   the 
safe   and   ethical   use   of   Internet   resources   by   teachers   and   students,   as   well   as   anti-virus   protection   from 
Sophos   Endpoint   Protection,   which   makes   it   simple   to   secure   our   Windows   and   Mac   computers   against 
malware   and   other   advanced   threats.  
 
The   web-based   suite   of   products   from   Google,   called    Google   Apps   for   Education ,   has   become   the 
backbone   of   effective   communication   and   is   indispensable   in   our   approach   to   online   collaboration.   The 
District   continues   to   look   towards   single   sign-on    (SSO)   connected   to   our   Google   Apps   for   Education 11

accounts.   For   instance,   employing   SSO   from   our   Google   Apps   for   Education   accounts   would   allow   for   a 
single   connection   to   be   made   to   our   district   website   and   digital   portfolio   systems   to   Wordpress. 

9   As   defined   by   Webopedia.com,   cloud   computing   is   a   type   of   computing   that   relies   on   sharing   computing   resources 
rather   than   having   local   servers   or   personal   devices   to   handle   applications.  
10   Children's   Internet   Protection   Act   of   2000.   Pub.   L.   1702.   Further   details   can   be   found   at 
https://www.fcc.gov/consumers/guides/childrens-internet-protection-act 
11   Single   sign-on   (SSO)   is   a   user   authentication   process   that   permits   a   user   to   enter    one    name   and   password   in   order   to 
access   multiple   applications. 
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Every   teacher   has   a   user-account   with   SchoolBrains,   our   cloud-hosted,   student   information   system   (SIS), 
which   holds   important   student   data   and   other   educational   management   and   analysis   tools.   SchoolBrains 
also   allows   guardian   access   to   student   data   through   an   online   community   portal,   serving   as   a   single 
location   to   update   their   e-mail   addresses   and   phone   numbers,   which   are   then   used   when   the   District   or 
schools   conduct   community   outreach   through   e-mails   and   phone   calls   using   School   Messenger   software. 
The   Pupil   Personnel   Services   (PPS)   Department   staff   have   eSped   accounts,   allowing   access   to   a   secure, 
web-based   database,   tasked   with   managing   individualized   education   plans   (IEP)   and   important   state 
reporting.   The   Business   Office   relies   on   a   software   product   from   Tyler   Technologies   called   Infinite   Visions. 
This   software      is   comprised   of   integrated   financial,   human   resources,   payroll,   purchasing,   warehouse   and 
fixed   asset   applications. 
 
Our   libraries   have   access   to   Follett   Destiny,   a   browser-based   circulation,   cataloging,   searching,   and 
reporting   software.   School   nurses   have   access   to   the   SNAP   Health   Center   Electronic   Health   Record   (EHR) 
software,   which   is   a   comprehensive   medical   documentation   and   tracking   software   system,   designed 
specifically   for   the   school   health   clinic,   managing   every   aspect   of   student-health   related   data   including 
immunization   and   health   histories   of   our   student   population.   Our   food   service   department   has   access   to 
NutriKids   software   to   maximize   their   productivity   and   track   food-related   expenses   and   reports.  
 
At   Groton-Dunstable   Regional   High   School,   students   have   access   to   Naviance,   a   comprehensive   college 
and   career   readiness   solution   that   helps   align   student   strengths   and   interests   to   post-secondary   goals   and 
improve   student   outcomes.   Additionally,   students   now   have   the   ability   to   access   Naviance   SAT   and   ACT 
test   preparation   products   as   part   of   their   accounts.  
 
When   technology   issues   arise   from   anywhere   in   the   District,   the   Educational   Technology   Department 
tracks   incidents   and   tasks   with   help   desk   software   from   Spiceworks   Inc. 
 

Educational   Technology   Department   Staffing 
In   its   current   formation,   the   Educational   Technology   Department   is   responsible   for   overseeing   district 
infrastructure,   hardware,   software   and   data   management,   along   with   supporting   all   computers,   a   robust 
student   information   system,   and   the   integration   of   technology   for   students   and   staff.  
 
The   District   maintains   4.0   full-time   equivalent   (FTE)   district   Educational   Technology   Department   staff, 
including    a   director   of   technology,   network   administrator,   a   data   specialist,   and   a   computer   systems 
administrator .   As   early   as   October   2014,   there   was   an   additional   district-level   network   technician,   for   a   total 
of   5.0   FTE   in   the   Technology   Department,   supporting   five   schools   and   a   total   of   eight   buildings.   This 
reduction   from   5.0   to   4.0   FTE   occurred   when   the   district   did   not   replace   a   data   specialist   who   resigned   in 
FY15,   but   rather   transferring   in   a   network   technician   into   that   role   and   not   replacing   the   technician   role. 
These   positions   are   necessary   to   maintain   all   of   the   new   (and   existing)   infrastructure,   hardware,   and 
software   needed   in   a   21st   century   learning   environment   as   well   as   supporting   the   effective   use   of   this 
equipment.  
 
In   addition   to   the   district-level   technology   support   personnel,   2.0   FTE   Technology   Integration   Specialists 
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serve   the   Middle   School   and   High   School,   one   at   each   school.   This   meets   the   DESE   benchmark   of   1.0   FTE 
for   every   60   -   120   educational   staff   members.   This   benchmark   is   not   met   at   the   elementary   level,   however, 
there   is   a   computer   aide   at   each   elementary   school   that   work   with   students   in   computer   labs,   covering 
teacher   prep   periods.   These   positions   are   not   technology   integration   specialists. 
 
For   FY16,   the   computer   support   staff   ratio   to   computers   is   well-below   DESE   benchmarks   for   technology 
support,   which   recommends   1.0   FTE   for   every   400   computers.   At   present,   there   is   a   1.0   FTE   systems 
administrator/technician   supporting   all   of   the   district’s   nearly   2,000   computers.   As   we   bring   in   additional 
computers,   this   ratio   will   become   even   higher.   It   is   important   to   note   that   although   the   district   maintains   a 
data   specialist   position,   the   requirements   for   data   reporting   to   the   Commonwealth   of   Massachusetts   and 
DESE   have   increased   exponentially   as   has   the   maintenance   and   support   of   the   student   information 
system.  
 
Mandated   reporting   of   data   to   the   state   is   both   time   consuming   and   costly.   The   Massachusetts   Association 
of   School   Committees   (MASC)   recently   released   a   document   outlining   unfunded   state   and   federal 
mandates.   In   this   document ,   state   reporting   is   highlighted   as   “costly   to   districts   for   training   and 12

updates.”...the   “technology   costs   of   providing   the   information   to   DESE   are   significant”...“many   hours 
required   to   collect   and   verify   information,   upload   it   to   DESE,   and   continually   review   to   ensure   accuracy.” 
 
Although   GD   had   no   accurate   inventory   prior   to   FY15,   we   can   use   the   FY13   Warrant   Article   and   the 
equipment   purchased   since   then   as   a   guide   for   the   dramatic   increases   in   technology.   From   FY13   through 
FY16,   student   devices   have   increased   from   roughly   500   to   1,500   devices,   which   include   Windows   and   Mac 
laptops,   Windows   netbooks,   Windows   and   Mac   desktops,   Google   Chromebooks   and   Apple   iPads.   Also 
noteworthy   from   the   FY13   Warrant   Article   was   continuing   support   for   teacher   laptop   access.   With   the 
laptop   system   in   place   and   the   continual   maintenance   and   lifecycle   of   teacher   devices,   we   must   factor   in 
over   400   additional   teacher   laptops   and   Apple   iPads.  
 
As   requested   in   the   FY17   Needs   Assessment,   the   addition   of   a   1.0   FTE   Network   Technician   and   a   1.0   FTE 
help   desk/Network   Technician   will   allow   for   a   more   robust   support   system   with   faster   responses   to 
requests.   With   many   demands   placed   on   the   department   and   various   district   initiatives   (i.e.   blended 
learning,   flipped   classrooms,   computer-based   testing,   bring   your   own   device   (BYOD),   etc.),   increasing   the 
Technology   Department   by   2.0   FTE   will   provide   a   stronger   foundation   for   the   district   moving   forward.   Not 
including   future   budget   and   replacement   cycles,   adding   2.0   FTE   Network   Technicians   to   support   the 
existing   1.0   FTE   Systems   Administrator   will   bring   the   district   from   a   technology   support   ratio   of   1:2000, 
down   to   1:665. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

12   Massachusetts   Association   of   School   Committees.   (2014).    Unfunded   and   Underfunded   State   and   Federal 
Mandates .   Retrieved   from    http://www.masc.org/images/publications/underfundedmandates.pdf 
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Table   2.    DESE   Staffing   Benchmarks 

DESE   Staffing   Benchmarks 

Position School Ratio DESE   Required   Guidelines 
Director   of   Technology District 1 1 
Data   Information District 1 1 
Network   Administrator District 1 1 

 
Technology   Integration 

Elementary 0 

1:60   -   120   Staff Middle   School 1:80 

High   School 1:80 

Technology   Support District 1:2,000 1:400   Computers 
 
During   a   recent   survey   of   District   staff,   data   was   collected   to   review   surrounding   staff   satisfaction   levels 
with   the   Educational   Technology   Department’s   level   of   support   and   knowledge.  
 
In   a   March   2016   survey ,   staff   were   asked   how   satisfied   they   are   with   the   knowledge   and   professionalism 13

of   the   Educational   Technology   Department.   Out   of   a   possible   rating   of   1   to   5   on   a   scale   from   excellent, 
represented   by   a   5,   to   poor,   represented   by   a   1,   the   Educational   Technology   Department’s   overall   rating   was 
4.4.  
 
The   Educational   Technology   Department   has   worked   to   improve   all   aspects   of   communication   and   to 
increase   the   level   of   support   across   the   district   and   will   continue   to   do   so.   In   the   same   March   2016   survey, 
staff   shared   what   the   Educational   Technology   Department   does   well,   listing   (1)   quick   response   time   (45 
percent),   (2)   friendly   and   approachable   (26   percent)   and   (3)   skilled   and   knowledgeable   (24   percent)   as 
three   themes   with   the   highest   frequency   of   mentions.  
 
In   regards   to   quick   response   times,   of   the   84   comments   shared   by   the   120   respondents,   38   comments 
noted   that   the   Educational   Technology   Department   staff   were   quick   and   timely   in   their   support   to   address 
technology-related   issues.   For   example   one   respondent   wrote,   "the   (technology)   department   quickly 
responds   to   problems   and   fixes   them   promptly."   Surrounding   the   second   theme,   22   comments   shared   how 
friendly   and   approachable   Educational   Technology   Department   staff   were.   A   staff   member   noted,   “the   tech 
department   is   very   good   at   giving   timely   feedback   to   questions   and   concerns.   They   are   also   very 
approachable,   friendly,   and   willing   to   let   you   bounce   ideas   off   of   them   if   you're   looking   for   a   good   teaching 
method   or   trying   to   tackle   a   problem."   Finally   for   the   third   theme,   20   separate   responses   indicated   staff 
were   skilled   and   knowledgeable.   For   example,   one   person   shared,   "overall,   the   tech   department   is   very 
knowledgeable.   They   are   always   willing   to   help   staff   find   ways   to   incorporate   technology   into   their   work 
with   students." 
 
In   the   same   March   2016   survey,   staff   were   asked   to   share   what   the   department   needs   to   work   on   and 
tasks   that   are   not   performed   well.   Three   major   themes   rose   to   the   top   and   included   (1)   staffing   concerns   (32 

13   See   Appendix   E.   Qualitative   Selection   Bias   Acknowledgement 
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percent),   (2)   communication   (22   percent)   and   (3)   maintenance   of   equipment   (15   percent).  
 
Of   the   41   comments   shared   by   the   120   respondents,   13   comments   noted   that   the   Educational   Technology 
Department   was   understaffed   and   overburdened.   One   staff   member   shared   a   concern   that,   “staff   aren’t 
available,   but   that   may   be   that   there   just   aren't   enough   of   you.”   Another   response   noted,   “they   need   more 
people   so   they   can   work   more   effectively.”      The   second   major   theme   had   9   comments   surrounding 
communication   issues,   which   included   a   high   instance   of   frustration   with   the   help   desk   system.   One   staff 
member   shared,   “sometimes   responsiveness   is   a   little   slow,   but   I   think   that's   a   result   of   understaffing.” 
Another   staff   member   stated,   “communication   is   spotty,   and   it   can   be   hard   to   know   who   to   e-mail   or   when 
to   use   help   desk,   how   to   follow   up   if   you   don't   get   responses,   whether   things   get   fixed   or   not,   etc.   This 
leads   to   a   lot   of   frustration.”   And   finally   a   third   theme   surrounding   maintenance   of   equipment   had   6 
responses.   For   example,   one   staff   member   shared,   “time   to   maintain   the   carts,   which   probably   means   more 
support   is   needed.”   Another   staff   member   shared   a   concern   that   there   wasn’t   time   devoted   to,   “the 
maintenance   of   the   student   technology   carts.” 
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Department   of   Elementary   and   Secondary 
Education   Benchmarks 

 
 
The   following   Massachusetts   Department   of   Elementary   and   Secondary   Education   (DESE)   guidelines  14

were   designed   to   assist   districts   in   developing   purposeful,   long-range   technology   plans.   While   not 
mandated,   the   guidelines   represent   recommended   conditions   for   effectively   integrating   technology   into 
teaching   and   learning.   Technology   has   the   power   to   engage   and   challenge   students.   However,   without   a 
clear   educational   vision   and   strategy,   transformations   to   digital   learning   may   not   move   forward.   There 
should   be   a   focus   on   using   technology   for   a   shared   educational   aim.   As   a   part   of   the   District   strategic 
technology   plan,   the   committee   visited   each   of   the   benchmarks   and   assessed   whether   the   benchmark   had 
been   met.  
 
The   District   has   many   reasons   to   develop   and   maintain   a   technology   plan.   DESE   reports   that 
comprehensive   planning   helps   take   advantage   of   technology’s   power   to   improve   teaching   and   learning.   For 
instance,   curriculum   maps   can   provide   strategies   for   teachers   in   making   student   thinking   visible.   The   use   of 
formative   assessment   tools   (ex.   Padlet,   Socrative,   GoFormative)   can   enable   teachers   to   discover   in   a 
moment's   notice   what   students   know,   think,   and   feel   about   curriculum   content   (what   the   students   have 
learned)   and   thus   inform   their   teaching   practices.   The   more   we   understand   how   students   learn,   the   more 
effective   we   can   be   as   educators.  
 
Technology   planning   involves   creating   a   wide   range   of   opportunities   for   students   to   explain   what   they   are 
thinking,   from   presentation   tools   to   interactive   note-taking   applications.   Furthermore,   formative 
assessment   tools   or   curriculum   maps   can   support   teachers   to   ensure   that   students   are   meeting   the 
Massachusetts   Curriculum   Frameworks.   By   allowing   teachers   to   access   information   about   student 
learning,   these   information   systems   make   it   possible   for   teachers   to   support   individual   students   better. 
Technology   can   also   play   a   role   in   ensuring   students’   safety   by   facilitating   communication   between 
personnel   and   parents. 
 
Virtual   and   digital   learning   programs   can   also   increase   the   range   of   learning   opportunities   available   to 
students,   enabling   them   to   study   with   experts   and   other   students   around   the   globe.   Communication   and 
collaboration   with   others   worldwide   are   no   longer   limited   by   physical   proximity   or   time.   Thus,   we   can   begin 
to   overcome   obstacles   to   global   communication   and   collaboration   and   in   doing   so   enhance   student   growth 
as   learners.   Students   should   be   able   to   work   effectively   with   diverse   teams,   assume   shared   responsibility, 
and   value   individual   contributions. 
 
After   reviewing   the   benchmarks   as   a   guide   with   the   strategic   technology   committee,   a   significant   amount 
of   actionable   recommendations   were   reviewed   in   the   table   below,   along   with   a   checkmark   if   they   have 
been   met.   If   an   item   has   not   been   met,   the   concerns   will   be   addressed   in   this   strategic   technology   plan. 

14   Massachusetts   Department   of   Elementary   and   Secondary   Education.   (2010).    Local   Technology   Plan   Guidelines . 
Retrieved   from    http://www.doe.mass.edu/news/news.aspx?id=20025 
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Table   3.    DESE   Local   Technology   Plan   Benchmarks 

Massachusetts   Department   of   Elementary   and   Secondary   Education   (DESE)  
Local   Technology   Plan   Benchmarks 

Benchmark   1:    Commitment   to   Clear   Vision,   Implementation   Strategies Met Not   Met 
A.   The   district's   technology   plan   contains   a   clearly   stated   and   reasonable   set   of 
goals   and   implementation   strategies   that   align   with   the   district-wide   school 
improvement   plan.   The   district   is   committed   to   achieving   its   vision   by   the   end   of 
the   school   year   2020-2021. 

✓  

B.   The   district   has   a   technology   committee   with   representatives   from   a   variety 
of   stakeholder   groups,   including   school   committee   members,   administrators, 
parents,   and   teachers.   The   technology   team   has   the   full   support   of   the 
superintendent   and   school   committee   to   implement   the   plan. 

✓  

C.   Needs   Assessment 
1. The   district   assesses   the   technology   products   and   services   that 

will   be   needed   to   improve   teaching   and   learning.  
2. The   technology   plan   includes   an   assessment   of   the   services 

and   products   that   are   currently   being   used   and   that   the   district 
plans   to   acquire.  

✓ 
 
 
✓ 

 

D.   Budget  
1. The   district   recognizes   that   technology   plays   a   critical   role   in 

achieving   its   goals.   The   district   has   a   budget   that   will   ensure   the 
implementation   of   its   long-range   technology   plan.  

2. The   budget   includes   staffing,   infrastructure,   hardware,   software 
applications,   professional   development,   support,   and   contracted 
services. 

3. The   district   seeks   funding   for   technology   programs   from   federal, 
state,   and   private   resources,   as   well   as   from   academic 
departments   that   are   supported   by   technology.   The   district 
explores   ways   that   technology   can   reduce   costs   and   create 
efficiencies   in   other   areas   of   the   district   budget.  

4. For   districts   that   plan   to   apply   for   E-rate   reimbursement,   the 
technology   plan   specifies   how   the   district   will   pay   for   the 
non-discounted   portion   of   their   costs   for   the   services   procured 
through   E-rate. 

 
 
✓ 
 

 
 

✓ 
 
 
 

✓ 

 
✓ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Action   Step(s):    The   strategic   technology   plan   and   district   budget   must   live   in   symbiosis,   with   a   healthy 
operating   budget,   strategic   acquisition,   as   well   as   exploring   and   continuing   to   consider   all   possibilities   for 
funding,   either   through   external   grant   opportunities   (i.e.   private   grants,   Groton   Dunstable   Education 
Foundation   (GDEF),   etc.)   or   the   reduction   of   existing   costs   (i.e.   reduction   in   copiers,   transitioning   to 
openly-licensed   educational   resources,   etc.).   Priorities   for   budget   and   resources   are   clearly   linked   to   district- 
and   building-level   strategic   plans   and   to   continuous   district   improvement   goals.   All   expenditures   must   be 
justified   as   supportive   of   these   plans.   Innovative   programs   are   funded   conditionally   upon   their   alignment   to 
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the   district’s   vision   and   mission. 

E.   Evaluation 
1. The   district   routinely   consults   with   technology   staff   before 

acquiring   technologies   items   to   ensure   that   the   items   are 
appropriate,   cost-effective,   and   sustainable. 

2. The   district's   technology   plan   includes   an   evaluation   process 
that   enables   it   to   monitor   its   progress   in   achieving   its   goals   and 
to   make   mid-course   corrections   in   response   to   new 
developments   and   opportunities   as   they   arise.  

✓ 
 
 
 

✓ 

 

 

Benchmark   2:    Technology   Integration   and   Literacy Met Not   Met 

A.   Technology   Integration  
1. Outside   Teaching   Time   -   At   least   90%   of   teachers   use 

technology   every   day,   including   some   of   the   following   areas: 
research,   lesson   planning,   organization,   administrative   tasks, 
communications,   and   collaboration.   Teachers   explore   evolving 
technologies   and   share   information   about   technology   uses   with 
their   colleagues. 

2. For   Teaching   and   Learning   -   At   least   90%   of   teachers   use 
technology   appropriately   with   students   every   day   to   improve 
student   learning   of   the   curriculum.   Activities   include   some   of 
the   following:   research,   multimedia,   simulations,   data   analysis, 
communications,   and   collaboration.   Teachers   integrate   evolving 
technologies   that   enhance   student   interest,   inquiry,   analysis, 
collaboration,   and   creativity.  

 
 

 
 

✓ 
 
 

 
 
 
✓ 
 
 
 
 

Action   Step(s):    Anecdotally,   most   teachers   are   using   technology   each   day   and   often   appropriately   with 
students.   Teachers   explore   evolving   technologies,   however   the   District   is   not   assessing   or   collecting   this 
information   to   inform   future   professional   development   needs.   We   need   to   develop   a   best   practices   repository 
of   tech-integration   activities,   so   teachers   can   learn   from   others'   experiences   and   avoid   "reinventing   the 
wheel."   In   the   future,   in   order   to   track   our   progress,   a   technology   assessment,   based   off   the   ISTE   Standards 
for   Teachers,   will   be   developed   and   utilized   ( See   Section   3:   Culture   of   Innovation   for   additional   information ). 

B.   Technology   Literacy 
1. At   least   90%   of   eighth   grade   students   show   proficiency   in   all 

the   Massachusetts   Technology   Literacy   Standards   and 
Expectations   for   grade   eight.  

2. 100%   of   teachers   are   working   to   meet   the   proficiency   level   in 
technology,   and   by   the   end   of   the   school   year,   90%   of   teachers 
will   have   mastered   90%   of   the   skills   in   the   Massachusetts 
Technology   Self-Assessment   Tool   (TSAT). 

 
 
 
 
 
 

✓ 
 
 

✓ 

Action   Step(s):    Most   of   our   eighth   graders   are   proficient   with   technology,   however   we   are   not   assessing 
progress   against   the   Massachusetts   Technology   Literacy   Standards   and   Expectations.   The   DESE   has 
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released   a   new   set   of   standards   ( see   Section   1:   Digital   Learning ),   which   accounts   for   and   captures   growth 
included   in   the   new,   stronger   standards.   We   must   conduct   a   proper   review   of   the   new   standards   and   select 
an   assessment   tool   to   capture   proficiency   levels.  

C.   Staffing  
1. The   district   has   a   district-level   technology   director/coordinator.  
2. The   district   provides   1.0   FTE   instructional   technology   specialist 

per   60-120   instructional   staff   to   coach   and   model.  
3. The   district   has   staff   specifically   dedicated   to   data   management 

and   assessment.  

✓ 
 
 
✓ 

✓ 

Action   Step(s):    Included   in   the   Needs   Assessment,   as   well   as   a   general   recommendation   until   this   position   is 
filled,   the   District   needs   a   1.0   FTE   Technology   Integration   Specialist   to   support   staff   and   students   at   each 
elementary   school   to   meet   this   benchmark.    (See   Current   State   of   Educational   Technology   for   additional 
staffing   information) . 

 

Benchmark   3:    Technology   Professional   Development Met Not   Met 

A.   At   the   end   of   five   years   (FY   2021)   from   the   technology   plan,   at   least   90%   of 
district   staff   will   have   participated   in   high-quality,   ongoing   professional 
development   that   includes   emerging   technology   issues,   technology   skills, 
universal   design   for   learning,   and   research-based   models   of   technology 
integration. 

 ✓ 

B.   Technology   professional   development   is   sustained   and   ongoing   and   includes 
coaching,   modeling   best   practices,   district-based   mentoring,   study   groups,   and 
online   professional   development.  

 ✓ 

C.   Professional   development   planning   includes   an   assessment   of   district   and 
teachers'   needs.   The   assessment   is   based   on   the   competencies   listed   in   the 
Massachusetts   Technology   Self-Assessment   Tool. 

 ✓ 

D.   Administrators   and   teachers   consider   their   own   needs   for   technology 
professional   development. ✓  

Action   Step(s):    If   digital   learning   is   to   take   hold   in   the   District,   ample   and   varied   professional   development 
opportunities   must   be   offered   to   all   staff   to   develop   21st   century   skills   that   emphasize   deep   understanding   of 
content   and   allow   for   multiple   measures   of   mastery    (See   Section   2:   Teaching ).   Change   takes   time   and   works 
best   in   collaborative   and   immersive   environments.   The   deployment   of   a   self-assessment   tool,   which   can 
capture   areas   of   weakness   and   strength,   can   assist   in   identifying   topics   that   require   professional 
development. 

 

Benchmark   4:    Accessibility   of   Technology Met Not   Met 

Hardware   Access  
1. By   2016,   the   district   has   an   average   ratio   of   one   high-capacity, 

Internet-connected   computer   for   each   student.  
2. The   district   provides   students   with   emerging   technologies 

 
 
 
✓ 

 
✓ 
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appropriate   to   their   grade   level.  
3. The   district   maximizes   access   to   the   general   education 

curriculum   for   all   students,   including   students   with   disabilities, 
using   universal   design   principles   and   assistive   technology 
devices.  

4. The   district   has   procurement   policies   for   information   and 
instructional   technologies   that   ensure   usability,   equivalent 
access,   interoperability,   and   SIF   compliance. 

5. The   district   provides   technology-rich   classrooms,   with   access   to 
devices   such   as   digital   projectors,   electronic   whiteboards,   and 
student   response   systems.  

6. The   district   has   established   a   computer   replacement   cycle   of 
five   years   or   less. 

 
 

 
 
 

✓ 
 
 
✓ 
 
 
 

 
✓ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

✓ 
 

Action   Step(s):    One   high   capacity,   Internet   connected   computer   for   each   student   is   a   lofty   expectation   if   it   is 
to   be   funded   by   the   district.   If   the   district   is   to   move   to   a   1:1   or   a   BYOD   program,   it   will   likely   be   funded   by   the 
parents   of   current   students.   Parents   were   asked   if   they   would   be   willing   to   allow   a   personal   device   in   school   if 
it   were   part   of   the   curriculum   and   just   over   91   percent   answered   yes.   Access   to   Internet   at   home   was 
ubiquitous   with   99.6   percent   of   families   having   the   ability   to   connect   at   home,   and   95.8   percent   of   families 
respond   by   having   three   or   more   web-enabled   devices   at   home,   and   80.7   percent   answering   they   had   five   or 
more   devices   at   home.   With   BYOD   opportunities   already   available   at   the   Middle   School   and   High   School, 
family   support   and   willingness   to   participate   by   allowing   a   personal   device   in   school,   BYOD   is   paramount   in 
the   success   of   a   program   that   creates   a   1:1   environment.   In   terms   of   adopting   a   replacement   cycle   of 
computers   needed   to   support   curriculum   initiatives,   with   the   completion   of   an   asset   inventory,   it   is   now 
possible   to   predict   and   prepare   for   the   replacement   of   aging   equipment   and   to   define   a   life-cycle   expectancy 
( see   Section   4:   Infrastructure   and   Hardware   for   further   details ). 

B.   Internet   Access  
1. The   district   provides   connectivity   to   the   Internet   for   all 

computers   in   all   classrooms   in   all   schools,   including   wireless 
connectivity. 

2. The   district   provides   an   external   Internet   connection   to   the 
Internet   Service   Provider   (ISP)   of   100   Mbps   per   1,000 
students/staff.  

3. The   district   provides   bandwidth   of      at   least   10/100/1   Gbps   to 
each   classroom.   At   peak,   the   bandwidth   at   each   computer   is   at 
least   100   kbps.   The   network   card   for   each   computer   is   at   least 
10/100/1   Gbps.  

 
✓ 

 
 
 

✓ 
 
 

✓ 
 

 

C.   Networking   (LAN/WAN)  
1. The   district   provides   internal   wide   area   network   (WAN) 

connections   from   the   district   to   each   school   between   schools   of 
at   least   1   Gbps   per   1,000   students/staff. 

2. The   district   provides   access   to   servers   for   secure   file   sharing, 
backups,   scheduling,   e-mail,   and   web   publishing,   either 
internally   or   through   contracted   services.  

 
 
 

 
✓ 
 

 
✓ 
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Action   Step(s):    Our   internal   wide   area   network   (WAN)   is   stitched   together   using   a   public   Verizon   FiOS   service. 
None   of   the   connections   are   close   to   1   Gbps   in   speed.   When   evaluated   in   the   past,   this   level   of   performance 
(between   buildings   across   both   towns)   has   proven   prohibitively   expensive.   The   exception   is   the   Middle 
School   North   and   South   buildings   and   Florence   Roche   Elementary   School   cluster,   where   fiber   exists   between 
the   three   schools.   This   arrangement   only   exists   to   give   all   three   buildings   an   Internet   connection   that 
happens   to   be   installed   in   the   Middle   School   South    (see   Section   4:   Infrastructure   and   Hardware   for   further 
details) . 

D.   Access   to   the   Internet   Outside   the   School   Day  
1. The   district   provides   access   to   its   computer   labs   before   and 

after   school   to   ensure   that   students   and   staff   have   adequate 
access   to   the   Internet   outside   the   school   day.  

2. The   district   disseminates   an   up-to-date   list   of   places   where 
students   and   staff   can   access   the   Internet   after   school   hours. 

✓ 
 
 
✓ 

 

E.   Staffing 
1. The   district   provides   staff   or   contracted   services   to   ensure   that 

its   network   is   functioning   at   all   times. 
2. The   district   resolves   technical   problems   within   24   hours,   so   that 

they   do   not   cause   major   disruptions   to   curriculum   delivery.   The 
district   provides   clear   information   about   how   to   access   technical 
support,   which   can   be   provided   in   person   or   remotely. 

3. The   district   provides   at   least   one   FTE   person   to   support   400 
computers. 

✓ 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

✓ 
 
 

 
 

✓ 

Action   Step(s):    A   recent   Educational   Technology   Department   survey   asked   staff   what   the   department   does 
well.   Respondents   shared   that   the   Educational   Technology   Department   is   “timely”,   “very   quick”   and   “prompt 
responses   with   pertinent   solutions”   to   technology   requests.   However,   from   this   same   question,   themes   arose 
surrounding   responsiveness   and   the   ability   to   act   on   a   timely   basis   to   support   calls,   with   comments   from   staff 
stating   the   department   was   “over-burdened”,   “staffing   is   a   concern”,   and   “(staff   don’t   have   enough)   time   to 
get   back   to   someone   -   including   help   (desk)   tickets.”   Although   the   Educational   Technology   Department   is 
initially   quick   to   respond,   resolving   issues   is   slower   and   not   as   effective   because   of   the   lack   of   staffing.   With 
only   44   percent   of   staff   responding   that   they   use   the   help   desk   system,   communication   and   staffing   gaps, 
exacerbated   by   only   1.0   FTE   supporting   nearly   2,000   devices,   far   above   DESE’s   recommended   1:400 
computer   ratio,   the   Educational   Technology   Department   needs   additional   staffing   to   support   the   district   ( see 
Section   1:   Digital   Learning   and   Table   2.   DESE   Staffing   Benchmarks ). 

 

Benchmark   5:    Virtual   Learning   and   Communications  Met Not   Met 

A.   The   district   encourages   the   development   and   use   of   innovative   strategies   for 
delivering   high-quality   courses   through   the   use   of   technology. ✓  

B.   The   district   deploys   access   to   web-based   and/or   interactive   video   learning   on 
the   local,   state,   regional,   national,   and   international   level.  ✓  

C.   Classroom   applications   of   virtual   learning   include   courses,   collaborative 
projects,   field   trips,   and   discussions. ✓  
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D.   The   district   maintains   an   up-to-date   website   that   includes   information   for 
parents   and   community   members. ✓  

 

Benchmark   6:    Safety,   Security,   and   Data   Retention Met Not   Met 

A.   The   district   has   a   CIPA-compliant   Acceptable   Use   Policy   (AUP)   regarding 
Internet   and   network   use.   The   policy   is   updated   as   needed   to   help   ensure   safe 
and   ethical   use   of   resources   by   teachers   and   students. 

 ✓ 

B.   The   district   educates   teachers   and   students   about   appropriate   online 
behavior.   Topics   include   cyberbullying,   potential   risks   related   to   social 
networking   sites   and   chat   rooms,   and   strategies   for   dealing   with   these   issues. 

✓  

C.   The   district   has   a   plan   to   protect   the   security   and   confidentiality   of   personal 
information   of   its   students   and   staff.  ✓  

D.   The   district   complies   with   federal   and   state   law   and   local   policies   for   archiving 
electronic   communications   produced   by   its   staff   and   students.   The   district 
informs   staff   and   students   that   any   information   distributed   over   the   district   or 
school   network   may   be   a   public   record.  

✓  

Action   Step(s):    Although   we   have   a   formal,   approved   acceptable   use   policy   (AUP)   and   also   an   empowered 
use   policy   (EUP)   ( see   Appendix   C:   Empowered   Use   Policy ),   our   policies   lack   a   clear   vision   and   a   clear 
communication   plan   of   these   policies   to   stakeholders   and   thorough   tracking   of   acceptance   and   enforcement 
of   these   policies.   There   must   be   a   review   of   current   policies   and   any   other   supplemental   policies   that   arise 
with   district   stakeholders   ( see   Section   4:   Infrastructure   for   further   details ). 
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Future   Ready   Schools   Assessment 
 

 
The   Alliance   for   Excellent   Education   (the   Alliance),   a   national   policy   and   advocacy   organization,   based   in 
Washington,   D.C.,   created   a   project   called   Future   Ready   Schools    to   gauge   a   district's   readiness   to   begin 15

implementing   digital   learning.   The   resources   provided   by   the   Alliance   are   extensive   and   provide   an 
implementation   roadmap   that   includes   a   series   of   assessments   designed   to   help   frame   a   vision   for   digital 
learning   and   specify   how   technology   can   help   align   these   efforts   to   achieve   higher   college-   and 
career-ready   standards.   The   strategic   technology   committee   discussed,   reviewed,   and   completed   eight   key 
assessments   during   the   comprehensive   planning   process,   all   the   while   keeping   student   learning   at   the 
center   of   its   decision-making. 
 
The   following   assessment   categories,   gauging   the   District's   readiness   to   implement   digital   learning   were 
completed: 
 

1. Curriculum,   Instruction,   and   Assessment 
2. Use   of   Time 
3. Technology,   Networks,   and   Hardware 
4. Data   and   Privacy 
5. Community   Partnerships 
6. Professional   Learning 
7. Budget   and   Resources 

 
The   assessment   survey   data   established   key   strategies   and   tactics   for   the   District   to   act   upon.   Takeaways 
included   the   creation   of   a   compelling   strategic   plan   tied   to   digital   learning   and   21st   century   skills   and   the 
creation   of   benchmarks   and   goals   with   assessments   to   assist   administrators   and   teachers   in   identifying 
progress   on   21st   century   skills   initiatives.  
 
Overall,   the   Future   Ready   Schools   assessment   data   in   conjunction   with   the   National   Educational 
Technology   Plan   forms   the   foundation   on   which   the   District’s   strategic   technology   plan   is   built.   Joseph 
South,   Director,   Office   of   Educational   Technology   stated ,   “the   National   Education   Technology   Plan 16

provides   a   vision   of   transformational   learning   experiences   powered   by   technology   that   can   shrink 
long-standing   equity   and   accessibility   gaps.”   The   following   four   sections   make   up   the   foundation   of   the 
District’s   strategic   technology   plan. 
 

1. Engaging   and   Empowering   Digital   Learning   Through   Technology 
2. Teaching   with   Technology 
3. Creating   a   Culture   of   Innovation 
4. Having   Infrastructure   and   Hardware   That   Enable   the   Effective   Use   of   Technology 

15   Future   Ready   Schools.   (2016).    Assessment   Dashboard .   Retrieved   from    https://dashboard.futurereadyschools.org 
16   Office   of   Educational   Technology.   (2016).    National   Education   Technology   Plan .   Retrieved   from 
http://tech.ed.gov/netp 
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Section   1:   Engaging   and   Empowering   Digital 
Learning   Through   Technology 

 
 
Our   goal   is   to   support   academic   growth   by   leveraging 
technology   and   digital   resources   to   ensure   our   students   are 
immersed   in   rich,   authentic,   relevant   learning   experiences   that 
enable   21st   century   skills. 
 
By   increasing   engagement   and   deeper   participation,   digital   learning    can   individualize   and   personalize 17

learning   to   ensure   all   students   reach   their   full   potential   to   succeed   in   college   and   a   career.   Technology   has 
the   ability   to   amplify   the   impact   of   the   powerful   principles   of   learning   embedded   in   our   district   curriculum 
and   in   the   Massachusetts   Curriculum   Frameworks. 
 
Digital   learning   can   be   enabled   through   a   range   of   pedagogical   practices,   such   as   authentic,   project-based 
learning .   Putting   technology   in   the   service   of   learning,   in   one   effective   framework,   means   inserting 18

technology   in   the   service   of   preparing   students   to   solve   unstructured   problems   and   communicate 
persuasively   and   with   deep   understanding. 
 
The   end   product   of   solving   complex   problems   is   often   the   students’   ability   to   demonstrate   their 
understanding   in   print   and   in   person,   with   media   and   online.   Through   a   more   flexible,   consistent,   and 
personalized   approach   to   academic   content   design,   instruction,   and   assessment,   teachers   should   have 
access   to   resources   to   customize   the   instruction   for   groups   of   students   or   on   a   student   by   student   basis   to 
ensure   relevance   and   deep   understanding   of   complex   issues   and   topics.   Providing   multiple   means   of 
access   in   high-quality,   academic   content,   offers   students   much   greater   opportunities   to   personalize 
learning   and   reflect   on   their   own   work,   think   critically,   and   engage   more   deeply   in   the   understanding   of 
complex   topics. 
 
Much   more   than   "online   learning,"   digital   learning   encompasses   a   wide   spectrum   of   tools   and   practices, 
emphasizing   high-quality   instruction   and   providing   access   to   challenging   content,   feedback   through 
formative   assessment,   and   opportunities   for   learning   anytime   and   anywhere. 
 

ISTE   Standards   for   Students 
Originally   published   in   1998   and   updated   in   2007,   the   International   Society   for   Technology   in   Education 

17   Digital   learning   is   defined   as   the   strengthening   and   deepening   of   learning   through   the   effective   use   of   technology.  
18   Project-based   learning,   if   properly   implemented,   helps   students   develop   21st-century   skills.   Learning   takes   place   in 
the   context   of   authentic   problems,   continues   over   time,   and   brings   in   knowledge   from   many   subjects.   For   further 
information,   visit    http://tech.ed.gov/developers-guide 
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(ISTE)   Standards   for   Students     is   the   adopted   standard   for   successfully   implementing   digital   strategies   to 19

positively   impact   learning   and   teaching   in   an   increasingly   technological   world.   A   major   driver   of   future 
professional   development   for   District   staff   would   be   to   unpack    these   standards   and   to   become   familiar 20

with   digital   resources   and   ideals   that   support   ISTE   Standards   for   Students.  
 
Coinciding   with   the   release   of   our   District   improvement   plan   in   January   2016,   ISTE   released   an   updated, 
draft   of   their   Standards   for   Students.   The   committee   was   comfortable   proceeding   with   the   ISTE   draft   as   a 
guiding   document   and   resource   for   inclusion   in   the   strategic   technology   plan.   Once   officially   adopted,   the 
forward-thinking   ISTE   Standards   for   Students   will   serve   our   District   for   at   least   five,   but   no   more   than 
10-years.   Per   ISTE’s   website ,   “the   draft   document   represents   the   ideas,   thoughts   and   opinions   of 21

hundreds   of   educators   from   nearly   all   50   U.S.   states   and   multiple   countries.” 
 

Strategies   for   Incorporating   21st   Century   Skills 
To   integrate   and   build   awareness   of   21st   century   learning   skills,   the   district   should   build   capacity   by 
assessing   these   skills   as   they   do   with   our   literacy   and   content   skills.   There   must   be   ample   opportunities   to 
attend   trainings   and   professional   development   for   all   staff   to   develop   21st   century   skills   that   will   allow   them 
to   express   a   deep   understanding   of   content   and   allow   for   multiple   measures   of   mastery.   In   addition, 
students   need   to   take   an   active   role   in   their   learning   goals,   leveraging   technology   to   explore   authentic 
learning    and   solve   real-world   problems.  22

 
The   Partnership   for   21st   Century   Skills    (P21)   lists   in-depth   resources   developed   for   21st   century   learning, 23

describing   the   skills,   knowledge   and   expertise   students   must   master   to   succeed   in   work.   P21   resources 
were   developed   with   a   wide   range   of   input   from   teachers,   education   experts,   and   business   leaders.   In 
addition   to   ISTE   Standards   for   Students,   P21   resources   provide   a   framework   based   on   clear   expectations 
that   all   students   will   leave   the   District   well-prepared   for   college   or   paths   to   workplace   readiness.   These 
expectations   mandate   solid   grounding   in   standards-based   content,   and   also   intentionally   integrate 
elements   of   deeper   learning,   such   as   critical   thinking,   creativity   and   innovation,   and   self-direction,   as   well   as 
providing   opportunities   for   authentic   learning   in   the   context   of   today’s   digital   society. 
 

Massachusetts   Digital   Literacy   and   Computer   Science   (Draft)   Standards 
Per   the   Massachusetts   Digital   Literacy   and   Computer   Science   Draft   Standards ,   the   new   framework   will, 24

“articulate   critical   learning   outcomes   for   Kindergarten   through   Grade   12   to   help   prepare   students   for   the 
world   that   awaits   them   after   high   school.”   The   standards,   like   ISTE   Standards   for   Students   are   in   draft   form, 
contain   the   core   education   skills   needed   to   drive   coherent,   rigorous   instruction   that   will   result   in   the 

19   See   Appendix   A:   ISTE   Standards   •   Students. 
20   To   unpack   a   standard   (or   concept)   is   the   process   of   determining   what   students   will   understand   and   be   able   to 
perform   when   a   standard   has   been   mastered. 
21   International   Society   for   Technology   in   Education.   (2016).   This   just   in!   Read   the   draft   of   the   new   ISTE   Standards   for 
Students.   Retrieved   from    https://www.iste.org/explore/articleDetail?articleid=645 
22   The   Glossary   of   Education   Reform   defines   authentic   learning   as   a   wide   variety   of   educational   techniques   focused 
on   connecting   what   students   are   taught   in   school   to   real-world   issues,   problems,   and   applications.  
23   For   more   information   on   the   Partnership   for   21st   Century   Skills,   please   visit    http://www.p21.org 
24   Massachusetts   Department   of   Elementary   and   Secondary   Education.   (2016).    Massachusetts   Digital   Literacy   and 
Computer   Science   Draft   Standards .   Retrieved   from    http://www.doe.mass.edu/STEM/standards.html 
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mastery   and   application   of   digital   literacy   and   computer   science   knowledge,   reasoning,   and   skills.”   In 
addition   to   the   ISTE   Standards   for   Students   and   P21,   the   Massachusetts   Digital   Literacy   and   Computer 
Science   (Draft)   Standards   provides   a   strong   foundation   for   our   students   and   their   future.  
 

Massachusetts   Curriculum   Frameworks 
Per   the   Department   of   Elementary   and   Secondary   Education   (DESE) ,   a   great   deal   of   thought   has   gone 25

into   developing   and   refining   the   Massachusetts   Curriculum   Frameworks   since   the   enactment   of   the 
Education   Reform   Act   of   1993.   The   Curriculum   Frameworks   are   high   quality,   results   driven,   and   focus   on 
world   class   standards.   DESE   notes   that   the   frameworks   are   always   considered   living   documents   and   works 
well   when   school   districts   use   them   to   develop   specific   curriculum.   DESE   has   provided   a   separate 
document,   Digital   Literacy   and   Computer   Science   (Draft)   Standards,   that   must   be   integrated   across   all 
subject   areas   and   is   woven   into   many   specific   Curriculum   Framework   Standards,   in   particular   those   within 
Massachusetts   Science   and   Technology/Engineering   Standards    (recently   adopted   January   2016)   ,   the 26

English   Language   Arts   Frameworks    (adopted   March   2011).   In   addition,   Fine   Arts   courses   K-12   and 27

electives   that   are   vocational   in   nature   have   technology   standards,   specific   to   those   fields. 
  

Providing   Technology   Accessibility   for   All   Learners 
The   National   Educational   Technology   Plan   recommends   that   learning   experiences   enabled   by   technology 
should   be   accessible   for    all    students,   including   those   with   special   needs.   Universal   Design   for   Learning 
(UDL)   is   a   student-centered   framework   that   supports   educators   as   they   teach   students   both   subject 
matter   knowledge   and   how   to   become   expert   learners.   Educators   use   multiple   means   of   representation, 
action   and   expression,   and   engagement   to   meet   the   needs   of   all   learners   in   the   classroom,   regardless   of 
their   learning   differences.   In   the   UDL   framework,   teachers   use   technology   to   customize   the   display   of 
information   and   provide   engaging   options   for   students   to   express   their   knowledge.   Access   to   technology 
makes   rigorous   curriculum   more   accessible,   builds   digital   literacy,   and   allows   all   students   to   personalize 
their   learning   so   they   are   empowered   to   set   learning   goals   and   create   strategies   that   ensure   their   success 
in   school   and   in   their   future   career.  
 
Daccord   and   Reich   (2014)   wrote,   “one   of   the   signature   findings   of   the   cognitive   revolution   of   mind,   brain, 
and   education   research   over   the   last   few   decades   has   been   the   overwhelming   recognition   of   the   diversity 
of   human   brains.   In   our   population   of   students,   there   is   a   stunning   variety   of   talents   and   capacities.   We   also 
know   that   information   presented   through   multiple   modalities   or   pathways   addresses   a   wider   range   of 
learners   and   increases   both   comprehension   and   use.   In   response   to   the   limitations   of   our   print   curriculum, 
many   researchers   and   educators   have   embraced   a   set   of   principles   called   Universal   Design   for   Learning 
(UDL).”  28

 
During   the   2015-2016   school   year,   the   District   began   to   implement   UDL   and   focus   on   the   importance   of 

25   Department   of   Elementary   and   Secondary   Education.   (2016).   Retrieved   from    http://www.doe.mass.edu/frameworks 
26    DESE    Science   and   Technology/Engineering   Standards   can   be   found   at 
http://www.doe.mass.edu/frameworks/scitech/2016-01.pdf 
27   DESE   English   Language   Arts   Standards   can   be   found   at    http://www.doe.mass.edu/frameworks/ela/0311.pdf 
28   Daccord,   T.,   &   Reich,   J.   (2014).    iPads   in   the   classroom:   From   consumption   and   curation   to   creation .   Dorchester,   MA: 
EdTechTeacher. 
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developing   growth   mindset .   Growth   mindset   is   the   belief   that   effort,   and   not   innate   ability,   results   in 29

positive   learning   outcomes.   Students   who   have   growth   mindset   respond   to   instruction   with   more   positive, 
effort-based   strategies   to   work   harder   and   spend   more   time   on   the   task   instead   of   giving   up.  
 
In   a   March   2016   survey,   staff   were   asked   to   determine   their   level   of   technology   proficiency,   18   percent 
selected   “early   technology”   of   which   82   percent   were   not   able   to   discuss   the   basic   concepts   of   assistive 
technologies ,   tiered   instruction   and   UDL.   Although   a   small   sampling,   the   Educational   Technology 30

Department,   in   conjunction   with   the   Office   of   Curriculum,   Teaching   and   Learning,   needs   to   provide 
continued   support   through   accessibility   features   and   technology   and   modeling   as   well   as   timely 
professional   development   on   the   District’s   UDL   initiatives.   The   Educational   Technology   Department 
strategies   must   support   the   UDL   initiative   and   continue   to   explore   ways   to   further   the   implementation   with 
new   and   existing   resources. 
 
Three   main   principles   drive   application   of   Universal   Design   for   Learning : 31

 
1. Representation :   Provide   multiple   means   of   representation   so   that   students   can   approach 

information   in   more   than   one   way.   Examples   include   digital   books,   specialized   software   and 
websites,   and   screen   readers   that   include   features   such   as   text-to-speech,   changeable   color 
contrast,   alterable   text   size,   or   selection   of   different   reading   levels. 

2. Action   and   Expression :   Provide   multiple   means   of   expression   so   that   all   students   can   demonstrate 
and   express   what   they   know.   Examples   include   providing   options   in   how   they   express   their 
learning,   where   appropriate,   which   can   include   options   such   as   writing,   online   concept   mapping,   or 
speech-to-text   programs. 

3. Engagement :   Provide   multiple   means   of   engagement   to   stimulate   interest   in   and   motivation   for 
learning.   Examples   include   providing   options   among   several   different   learning   activities   or   content 
for   a   particular   competency   or   skill   and   providing   opportunities   for   increased   collaboration   or 
scaffolding . 32

 

Student   Digital   Portfolios 
In   2015,   the   Educational   Technology   Department   created   a   custom   digital   portfolio   system ,   managed   at 33

the   district   level,   allowing   every   student   to   capture   and   document   their   learning.   A   digital   portfolio 
empowers   students   to   create   and   reflect   as   well   as   have   an   open   dialogue   with   classmates   and   teachers 
about   themselves   as   learners.   Digital   portfolios   help   students   personalize   their   learning   by   giving   them   an 
online   format   through   photos,   videos,   documents,   and   other   digital   creations.   In   doing   so   they   practice 

29   Defined   by   Carol   S.   Dweck,   Ph.D.,   author   of   the   book,   “Mindset:   The   New   Psychology   of   Success”,   in   a   fixed 
mindset   students   believe   their   basic   abilities,   intelligence   are   just   fixed   traits.   In   a   growth   mindset   talents   and   abilities 
can   be   developed   through   effort,   good   teaching   and   persistence. 
30   Assistive   Technologies   are   defined   as   any   item,      piece   of   equipment   or   product   system,      whether   acquired 
commercially   off   the   shelf,      modified   or   customized,      that   is   used   to   increase,      maintain,      or   improve   the   functional 
capabilities   of   an   individual   with   disabilities. 
31   CAST   (2011).    Universal   design   for   learning   guidelines   version   2.0 .   Retrieved   from 
http://www.udlcenter.org/sites/udlcenter.org/files/updateguidelines2_0.pdf 
32   The   Glossary   of   Education   Reform   defines   scaffolding   as   a   variety   of   instructional   techniques   used   to   move 
students   progressively   toward   stronger   understanding   and,   ultimately,   greater   independence   in   the   learning   process. 
33   Please   visit   the   GDRSD   Portfolio   System   at    http://portfolio.gdrsd.org 
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critical   thinking   skills,   such   as   evaluating,   applying,   analyzing,   and   synthesizing   information.   Furthermore, 
writing   and   creating   for   an   audience,   outside   the   classroom   is   profoundly   motivating ,   and   a   digital   portfolio 34

provides   a   single,   organized   space   for   this   opportunity.  
 
The   process   of   publishing   work   to   a   digital   portfolio   prepares   students   to   become   digital   citizens   with 
control   over   their   learning   and   a   digital   footprint.   A   District-issued   digital   portfolio   provides   a   secure-space 
for   critique   and   demonstrates   student   understanding   of   GD’s   curriculum.   Moreover,   digital   portfolios   can 
provide   insight   to   not   only   show   what   students   create,   but   also   how   and   why. 
 
In   addition   to   being   a   showcase,   the   digital   portfolio   supports   the   mastery   of   many   educational   standards. 
For   example,   as   a   part   of   the   Massachusetts   Frameworks   for   English   Language   Arts,   students   who   are 
college   and   career   ready   in   reading,   writing,   speaking,   listening,   and   language,   showcase   the   ability   to: 
 

● Comprehend   as   well   as   critique 
● Use   technology   along   with   digital   media   strategically   and   capably 
● Build   strong   content   knowledge 
● Use   technology   to   produce   and   publish   writing   and   to   interact   and   collaborate   with   others 
● Understand   other   perspectives   and   cultures 

 

Computer   Science   Programming  
According   to   President   Barack   Obama’s    Computer   Science   for   All    fact   sheet ,   over   600,000   technology 35

jobs   remained   open   across   the   United   States   and   it   is   projected   that   by   2018,   51%   of   all   STEM   (science, 
technology,   engineering   and   mathematics)   jobs   will   be   in   computer   science   related   fields.   With   this 
information,   it   is   imperative   to   provide   computer   science   courses   across   the   district,   in   addition   to   building   a 
stronger   computer   science   program   at   the   high   school.   A   computer   science   program   is   necessary   to 
prepare   our   students   with   basic   skill   sets   and   aptitudes   for   computational   thinking,   such   as   persistence, 
problem   solving,   critical   thinking,   creativity,   and   collaboration.   These   skills   are   necessary   for   success   in 
school,   life,   and   in   any   chosen   profession.   36

 
There   will   need   to   be   support   from   building   administration   and   opportunities   for   professional   development, 
which   can   be   bolstered   by   partnerships   with   organizations   like   Code.org,   and   others,   that   promote   and   offer 
professional   development   for   districts   interested   in   integrating   computer   science   into   their   curriculum   in 
addition   to   opportunities   for   students   both   inside   and   outside   of   school. 
 

Strategies   &   Recommendations 
Develop   District,   Building-level   Technology   Committees 
Through   the   establishment   of   a   district   and   building-level   technology   committees,   investigate   21st   century 

34   Anderson,   R.   (2014).    Handbook   of   Research   on   Digital   Tools   for   Writing   Instruction   in   K-12   Settings ,   328-250. 
35   The   White   House.   (2016).    Fact   Sheet:President   Obama   Announces   Computer   Science   For   Al l.   Retrieved   from 
https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2016/01/30/fact-sheet-president-obama-announces-computer-science
-all-initiative-0 
36   Office   of   Innovation   &   Improvement.   (2016).    Science,   Technology,   Engineering   and   Math .   Retrieved   from 
http://innovation.ed.gov/what-we-do/stem/computer-science-for-all 
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learning   and   teaching   and   through   these   committees,   ensure   proper   communication   of   technology 
initiatives   and   goals.   The   committees   will   align   their   work   to   the   District's   vision   for   an   integrated 
technology   curriculum.  
 
Further   Integration   of   Assistive   Technology   Teacher  
The   District   maintains   an   assistive   technology   teacher,   who   provides   services   to   students   requiring 
assistive   technology   and/or   augmentative   communication   needs.   Continued   support   of   this   role,   with 
deeper   opportunities   to   identify   and   evaluate   technology   resources   and   to   work   collaboratively   with 
teachers   and   the   educational   technology   department   need   to   be   explored.  
 
Create   Technology   Assessment   Tools,   Track   Progress   Each   Year 
Although   we   may   have   some   differences   on   the   exact   technology   skills   needed   or   an   assessment   that   will 
perfectly   gauge   technology   skill   levels,   the   creation   of   a   technology   assessment   tool   is   necessary   for   staff 
and   students.   Effective   assessment   begins   with   building   consensus   around   an   educational   vision   and 
corresponding   learning   goals   and   an   assessment   of   skills   students   must   possess.   For   any   assessment   tool 
to   be   effective,   clearly   defined   learning   goals   are   required   to   understand   what   is   being   measured.   After 
completing   the   assessment,   technology   strengths   and   weaknesses   will   be   evident   and   established, 
allowing   teachers   to   develop   personalized   learning   strategies   to   incorporate   21st   century   skills   into   their 
classroom.  
 
Review   1:1   Device   Sustainability,   BYOD   Program 
At   the   national,   regional,   and   local   level,   we   can   learn   lessons   as   school   districts   move   toward   an   official   1:1 
or   BYOD   model.   Thomas   Murray,   Director   of   Innovation   for   Alliance   for   Excellent   Education   wrote ,   “in   a   1:1 37

learning   environment,   always   focus   on   the   right   “1”   in   the   1:1,   and   that’s   the   student.   High   quality   pedagogy 
is   the   foundation   of   learning   design,   whereas   technology   can   help   amplify   great   teaching   and   learning! 
Pedagogy   first,   technology   second.”   The   District’s   current   and   future   investments   in   technology   need   to   be 
mindful   of   an   instructional   model   that   supports   the   skills   educators   must   possess   for   the   best   instruction. 
District   policies,   resources,   and   best   practice   along   with   strong   parental   involvement   and   student   adoption, 
are   necessary   prior   to   the   full   adoption   of   a   system.  
 
In   order   to   fully   leverage   technology   for   learning,   the   District   should   provide   support   to   parents   on   the 
importance   of   digital   learning   and   technology   integration   and   how   it   supports   the   curriculum.   If   technology 
is   expected   to   be   used   at   home,   such   as   for   homework,   parents   may   be   unsure   how   to   monitor 
school-related   technology   use.  
 
Although   91   percent   of   district   parents   are   willing   to   allow   a   personal   device   in   school   if   it   were   part   of   the 
curriculum,   teachers   still   need   classroom   devices   through   labs   or   mobile   laptop   carts,   loaded   with   particular 
software   applications,   to   take   advantage   of   specific   tools,   such   as   an   Apple   iPad   for   a   Green   Screen   App   or 
for   taking   pictures   or   videos   when   a   BYOD   laptop   would   not   suffice. 
 

37   Murray,   T.   (2016).    Redesigning   the   Learning   Environment .   Retrieved   from    http://thomascmurray.com 
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Section   2:   Teaching   with   Technology 
 

 
Our   goal   is   to   ensure   that   all   educators   are   pro�cient   in   the   use   and 
integration   of   technology   resources,   access   and   analysis   of   student 
performance   data   and   that   the   District   provides   ongoing 
professional   development   activities   toward   that   goal. 
 
At   the   heart   of   any   effective   technology   integration   program   is   evolution   at   the   instructional   core. 
Infrastructure,   hardware,   and   apps   are   important,   but   the   fundamental   measure   of   success   is   the   impact   on 
learning   that   comes   from   teacher-student   interactions   and   technology   can   increase   diversity   of   those 
interactions. 
 
Technology   provides   an   opportunity   for   teachers   to   become   more   collaborative   and   extend   learning   beyond 
their   classrooms.   Technology   can   empower   educators   to   become   co-learners   with   their   students   and   fellow 
faculty   by   building   new   experiences   for   deeper   exploration   of   content   and   more   effective   expression.   For 
example,   educators   can   create   a   vast   professional   learning   network    (PLN)   stretching   across   the   globe   and 38

can   increase   professional   learning   opportunities   by   expanding   access   to   high-quality,   ongoing, 
job-embedded   opportunities   for   professional   growth.  
 
Through   the   use   of   technology,   educators   are   no   longer   restricted   to   collaboration   within   the   school   walls. 
The   ability   to   connect   with   experts   using   video   conference   software   like   Google   Hangouts   and   Skype   or 
with   peers   via   social   media   (ex.   Twitter)   extends   their   exposure   to   best   practices   and   emerging   trends.  
 
A   crucial   component   of   successful   professional   growth   is   the   exchange   of   ideas   among   colleagues. 
Pedagogical   practices   are   most   acutely   changed   by   peer-to-peer   interaction,   face-to-face   or   online, 
whether   a   formal   meeting   or   an   informal   exchange.   The   heart   of   an   effective   PLN,   and   professional   growth 
in   general,   is   the   collaborative   exchange   and   discussion   around   metacognition    and   instructional   practices. 39

We   must   work   with   teachers   to   develop   their   professional   learning   communities   with   other   educators   and 
educational   organizations   who,   like   them,   wish   to   continue   learning   and   share   ideas   and   resources. 
 
To   enact   this   ideal,   we   need   to   support   teachers   in   accessing   needed   technology   and   in   learning   how   to 
use   it   effectively.   Much   of   the   research   indicates   that   teachers   have   the   biggest   impact   on   student   learning 
beyond   all   other   school-level   factors .   However,   we   cannot   expect   individual   educators   to   assume   full 40

responsibility   for   bringing   technology-based   learning   experiences   into   their   classrooms.  
 

38   Per   Edutopia.org,   a   professional   learning   network   uses   social   media   and   technology   to   communicate,   collaborate 
and   create   with   colleagues   anywhere,   any   time.   Participating   educators,   make   requests   and   share   resources. 
39   Metacognition   is   defined   as   awareness   or   analysis   of   one's   own   learning   or   thinking   processes. 
40   Nye,   B.,   Konstantopoulos,   S.,   &   Hedges,   L.   V.   (2004).    How   large   are   teacher   effects?   Educational   Evaluation   and 
Policy   Analysis ,   26(3),   237–257. 
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It   is   clear   that   our   dedicated   and   capable   teachers   need   continuous   support   from   the   Educational 
Technology   Department,   which   includes   professional   development,   guidance   by   knowledgeable 
technology   integration   specialists,   and   time   for   informal   collaboration   to   move   toward   advanced   teaching 
with   technology.  
 
We   can   focus   on   moving   staff   toward   ‘advanced’   on   the   self-assessment   scale,   by   using   just   a   few   ideals 
included   by   the   International   Society   for   Technology   in   Education   Standards   for   Teachers   as   a   guide. 
 

● Use   appropriate   technologies   to   create   authentic   experiences   that   advance   student   engagement 
and   learning 

● Facilitate   experiences   that   advance   student   learning,   engage   students   in   exploring   real-world 
issues   and   solving   authentic   problems   using   digital   tools 

● Create   resources,   design   and   develop   digital   age   learning   experiences   and   assessments   and   exhibit 
knowledge,   skills,   and   work   processes   representative   of   an   innovative   professional   in   a   global   and 
digital   society 

● Customize   and   personalize   learning   activities   to   address   students’   diverse   learning   styles,   working 
strategies,   and   abilities   using   digital   tools   and   resources  

● Participate   in   local   and   global   learning   communities   to   explore   creative   applications   of   technology 
to   improve   student   learning  

 
In   our   view,   we   should   be   leveraging   technology   devices   as   “hubs   of   innovation”   that   teachers   can   use   to 
nurture   the   types   of   learning   skills,   competencies,   and   habits   of   mind   that   help   students   develop   the   skills 
they   need   in   our   society.  
 

ISTE   Standards   for   Teachers 
Much   like   the   International   Society   for   Technology   in   Education   (ISTE)   Standards   for   Students,   the   ISTE 
Standards   for    Teachers    is   a   definitive   framework   that   provides   guidance   for   teachers   to   model   and   apply 41

the   ISTE   Standards   for   Students.   Per   the   ISTE   website,   advanced   teachers   design,   implement,   and   assess 
learning   experiences   to   engage   students   and   improve   learning,   enrich   professional   practice,   and   provide 
positive   models   for   students   and   colleagues.   Our   goal   is   for   all   GD   teachers   to   meet   the   ISTE   Standards   for 
Teachers   and   the   corresponding   performance   indicators. 
 
To   successfully   implement   digital   strategies   to   positively   impact   learning   and   teaching,   future   professional 
development   for   district   staff   should   be   unpacking   the   ISTE   Standards   for   Teachers   and   to   become   familiar 
with   digital   resources   that   support   ISTE   Standards   for   Students.  
 

Ongoing   Professional   Development 
As   an   introduction   to   the   ISTE   Standards   for   Students,   the   Educational   Technology   Department   must   work 
with   classroom   teachers   to   curate   and   create   sample   lesson   plans   and   provide   necessary   time   for 
collaboration   across   grade-level   and   subject   matter   to   incorporate   and   adapt   lessons   that   align   to   the   ISTE 
Standards   and   our   Massachusetts   Frameworks.  

41   See   Appendix   B:   ISTE   Standards   •   Teachers. 
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Teachers   should   demonstrate   the   introductory   knowledge   and   skills   of   ISTE   Standards   for   Students   and 
maintain   a   continual   growth   plan,   with   district   and   building   supports   in   technology   knowledge   and   skills,   to 
stay   abreast   of   current   and   emerging   technologies. 
 
In   a   February   2016   survey,   staff   were   asked   to   complete   a   technology   self-assessment,   which   would   elicit   a 
snapshot   of   their   own   levels   of   technology   proficiency   and,   as   a   whole,   allow   the   District   to   assess   current 
levels   of   technology   proficiency.   The   survey   was   adapted   from   the   Technology   Self-Assessment   Tool 
(TSAT)   created   by   the   Office   of   Digital   Learning.   The   assessment   aligned   with   the   Massachusetts 
Technology   Literacy   Standards   and   Expectations,   which   were   adopted   in   2008.   To   reiterate,   an   action   step 
in   future   years   is   to   develop   and   track   the   District’s   progress   on   a   consistent   basis,   a   more   thorough 
technology   assessment   should   be   created   based   on   the   ISTE   Standards   for   Teachers   ( See   Section   3: 
Culture   of   Innovation ). 
 
In   this   survey,   staff   were   asked   to   determine   their   level   of   technology   proficiency   by   reading   a   statement 
devised   by   the   strategic   technology   committee,   identifying   themselves   as   early,   developing,   proficient   or 
advanced   technology   users.   A   series   of   questions,   based   on   this   initial   determination,   followed.  
 
Staff   identified   as   early   technology   at   17   percent,   developing   technology   at   44   percent,   proficient   at   24 
percent   and   advanced   at   15   percent.   After   this   initial   question,   various   ‘yes/no’   questions   followed   on 
Technology   Operations   and   Concepts,   Ethics    and    Safety,   and   Teaching   &   Learning   with   Technology .   From 
these   responses,   three   themes   emerged.   The   staff   identified   that   additional   supports   are   needed   in   (1) 
identifying   the   best   practices   on   teaching   and   learning   with   technology,   (2)   develop   deeper   knowledge   of 
online   tools   and   computer   applications   (i.e.   spreadsheets)   and   (3)   assessing   student   learning.   From   this 
initial   survey,   in   conjunction   with   building   and   district   technology   committees,   and   in   collaboration   with   the 
district   professional   development   committee,   further   research   and   development   for   professional 
development   in   these   areas   should   take   place. 
 

SAMR   Model 
Since   the   1990’s   Apple   Classrooms   of   Tomorrow   Research    project,   we've   known   that   teachers   who 42

integrate   technology   go   through   a   developmental   process.   They   start   by   reproducing   old   practices   with 
new   tools   before   starting   to   imagine   new   possibilities.   By   unpacking   educational   and   technology   standards, 
utilizing   a   self-assessment   tool   to   capture   areas   of   strength   and   weakness   and   developing   quality 
professional   development,   staff   can   become   empowered   to   transform   digital   learning   and   teaching   in   the 
district.   A   method   called   the   SAMR   Model    (Substitution,   Augmentation,   Modification,   Redefinition) 43

creates   common   language   to   evaluate   tech-integrated   lessons   and   activities   and   for   teachers   to   reflect 
upon   their   own   instructional   practice.   The   SAMR   Model,   offers   a   method   of   seeing   technology’s   impact   on 
teaching.   The   following   examples   for   each   SAMR   technology   phase   shows   how   a   teacher   may   move   from 
enhancing   to   transforming   a   lesson: 
 

42   Sandholtz,   J.,   Ringstaff,   C.,   &   Dwyer,   D.   (1990).    Teaching   in   High–Tech   Environments:   Classroom   Management 
Revisited   First   –   Fourth   Year   Findings .   Retrieved   from    https://www.apple.com/euro/pdfs/acotlibrary/rpt10.pdf 
43   See   Appendix   G:   SAMR   Model 
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● Substitution :   Students   print   out   worksheet   in   the   computer   lab,   finish   it,   pass   it   in. 
● Augmentation :   Students   take   a   quiz   using   a   Google   Form   instead   of   using   pencil   and   paper. 
● Modification :   Students   are   asked   to   write   an   essay   and   record   their   voice   along   with   an   original 

musical   soundtrack   to   be   played   in   front   of   an   authentic   audience. 
● Redefinition :   Students   are   asked   to   create   a   documentary   video   to   answer   an   essential   question 

and   to   contact   outside   sources   for   information.   Each   student   will   tackle   a   different   subtopic   and 
collaborate   to   create   one   final   product.  

 
SAMR   Model   developer   Dr.   Ruben   Puentedura   writes    ,   “as   one   moves   along   the   continuum   (from 44

“substitution   through   “redefinition”),   computer   technology   becomes   more   important   in   the   classroom   but   at 
the   same   time   becomes   more   invisibly   woven   into   the   demands   of   good   teaching   and   learning.”   In   order   to 
equip   and   prepare   staff   for   this   journey,   there   needs   to   be   common   language,   consistent   modeling, 
opportunities   for   professional   dialogue,   and   exploration   of   resources   through   professional   development   that 
allow   teachers   to   reflect   the   integration   of   technology   in   their   teaching   practice.   Teachers   first   need   a   safe 
space   to   discuss   the   SAMR   Model   and   other   similar   concepts,   the   next   step   is   to   try   them   out.  
 

Blended,   Personalized   Learning   Opportunities 
As   the   District   shifts   to   incorporate   instructional   technology   and   explore   digital   materials,   learning   will 
become   more   personalized.   Clayton   M.   Christensen,   Heather   Staker,   and   Michael   B.   Horn   of   the   Clayton 
Christensen   Institute,   define   blended   learning   as,   “a   formal   education   program   in   which   a   student   learns   at 
least   in   part   through   online   learning,   with   some   element   of   student   control   over   time,   place,   path,   and/or 
pace,   at   least   in   part   in   a   supervised   brick-and-mortar   location   away   from   home,   and   the   modalities   along 
each   student’s   learning   path   within   a   course   or   subject   are   connected   to   provide   an   integrated   learning 
experience.”    45

 
The   International   Association   for   K-12   Online   Learning   (iNACOL)   identified   six   core   elements   of   a   successful 
blended   learning   program   that   provide   a   roadmap    for   implementation   to   explore   this   concept.   In   addition 46

to   leadership,   professional   development,   teaching,   and   educational   content,   a   major   component   to   the 
District   exploring   a   blended   learning   environment   is   having   a   strong   technology   foundation.   Considerations 
such   as   technology   infrastructure,   a   dependable   network,   software,   and   hardware   devices   that   can   be 
utilized   by   students   and   teachers,   as   well   as   effective   technology   support   to   maintain   positive   momentum 
in   teaching   and   learning   in   a   digital   environment,   are   necessary   components. 
 

Google   Apps   for   Education 
Since   August   2013,   faculty   have   adopted   Google   Apps   for   Education   (GAFE)   into   their   daily   routines.   At   a 
professional   level,   this   web-based   suite   of   products   has   become   the   backbone   of   effective   communication 
and   has   become   indispensable   in   our   approach   to   online   collaboration.   In   order   to   cultivate   an   academic 

44   Puentedura,   R.   (2016).    SAMR   Model .   Retrieved   from 
https://sites.google.com/a/msad60.org/technology-is-learning/samr-model 
45   Christensen,   C.,   Horn,   B,   &   Staker,   H.   (2013).   Is   K–12   blended   learning   disruptive?   An   introduction   to   the   theory   of 
hybrids.   Retrieved   from    http://www.christenseninstitute.org/publications/hybrids 
46   iNACOL’s   Blended   Learning   Roadmap   can   be   found   at 
http://www.inacol.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/a-roadmap-for-implementation.pdf 
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environment   infused   with   technology   for   our   staff,   and   more   importantly   our   students,   we   provide   access   to 
a   GAFE   account.   As   a   GAFE   district,   with   two   Google   Certified   trainers   and   the   adoption   of   Google 
Chromebooks,   we   are   able   to   provide   UDL   and   accessibility   features   across   devices   and   web-based 
software   with   built-in   adaptive   features,   such   as   text-to-speech   (TTS),   and   collaborative   learning 
approaches   through   shared   folders   and   documents.  
 

Strategies   &   Recommendations 
Increase   Technology   Support,   Media   Specialists 
As   a   part   of   the   Needs   Assessment   completed   by   Superintendent   Dr.   Kristan   Rodriguez   in   the   winter   of 
2015,   additional   Educational   Technology   Department   staffing   additions   were   identified.   To   offer   enhanced 
programs   and   restore   cuts   to   previous   Educational   Technology   Department   staff,   2.5   FTE’s   additional 
elementary   specialists,   including   a   1.0   FTE   Technology   Integration   Specialist   and   1.5   FTE’s   Library   Media 
Specialists,   were   requested.   Also,   2.0   Network   Technicians   were   requested,   as   these   positions   are 
necessary   to   maintain   the   new   infrastructure,   hardware,   and   software   needed   in   a   21st   century   learning 
environment.   These   positions   are   needed   and   will   be   requested   until   filled. 
 
Included   in   the   Needs   Assessment   report,   staff   shared   that   when   students   had   access   to   library   media 
specialists   more   directly   related   to   the   library   and   technology   work,   further   curriculum   integration   was 
available.   In   addition,   staff   report   a   need   for   a   technology   integration   specialist   at   the   elementary   level, 
similar   to   what   staff   at   both   the   Middle   and   High   Schools   have   access   to.  
 
Unpack   ISTE   Standards   with   District   Technology   Committee  
Future   professional   development   for   District   staff   should   start   with   unpacking   the   standards,   first   at   the 
committee   level   to   become   familiar   with   digital   resources   that   support   ISTE   Standards   for   Students.   Next 
would   be   to   further   share   and   create   opportunities   for   all   staff   to   become   aware   of   the   standards   by 
providing   time   to   review   the   ISTE   Standards   for   Teachers,   determine   targeted   strategies   and   develop   a 
cohesive   action   plan   for   district   staff.   A   sample   goal   that   may   arise   from   this   work   would   be   for   teachers   to 
become   more   familiar   with   ISTE   Standards   and   to   create   grade-level   and/or   building   level   teams   to   unpack 
the   various   standards   and   to   determine   a   proper   plan   of   implementation. 
 
Continue   to   Provide   Technology-Infused   Professional   Development 
What   educators   need   is   a   professional   development   environment   where   they   can   explore   strategies   for 
empowering   every   student   through   the   use   of   technology.   This   requires   careful   thought   about   curriculum, 
pedagogy,   and   teacher   collaboration   practices. 
 
Meaningful   professional   development   must   be   ongoing   and   sustained.   We   encourage   a   blended 
instructional   model,   which   includes   onsite   workshops,   online   courses,   professional   learning   network   (PLN) 
development,   and   just-in-time   support.   Our   overall   objectives   are   to   provide   teachers   with   a   keen 
understanding   of   technology   as   a   learning   platform,   greater   confidence   in   technology   knowledge   and   skills, 
and   practical   guidance   for   integrating   technology   in   the   curriculum. 
 
Moreover,   we   will   also   focus   on   ways   that   teachers   can   connect,   communicate,   and   collaborate   with 
colleagues   beyond   their   own   institution.   These   interactions   not   only   lead   to   comfort,   confidence,   and 
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creativity   among   educators,   but   they   also   model   the   lifelong   learning   attributes   we’re   trying   to   foster   in   our 
students.   We   need   to   work   with   teachers   to   nurture   a   readiness   to   develop   a   PLN   for   promoting   thoughtful 
technology   use   in   classrooms.  
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Section   3:   Creating   a   Culture   of   Innovation 
 

 

Our   goal   is   to   ensure   that   the   Groton-Dunstable   Regional 
School   District   has   the   capacity,   infrastructure,   staf�ng,   and 
equipment   to   meet   academic   needs. 
 
Recognizing   that   to   prepare   students   to   thrive   in   today’s   connected   society,   students   will   require   an 
education   and   curriculum   that   engages   in   deep,   evidence-based   learning   through   smart   uses   of   technology 
and   new   pedagogies.   The   District   must   engage   students,   teachers,   administrators,   parents,   and   the 
community   in   an   education   system   that   personalizes   learning   for   all   students   through   the   effective   use   of 
technology. 
 
With   support   from   District   and   building   administrators,   teachers   must   have   opportunities   and   access   for 
taking   calculated   risks   and   learning   from   potential   failures.   Modeling   effective   uses   of   technology   to   include 
the   use   of   social   media,   for   example,   which   can   be   harnessed   and   used   as   a   powerful   learning   tool,   will 
empower   our   teachers   and   provide   more   engaging   learning   opportunities   for   our   students.  
 
The   National   Educational   Technology   Plan   shares   that   policies   and   resources   equip   teachers   with   the   right 
tools   and   ongoing   support   to   achieve   personalized   learning.   Students   must   have   voice   and   choice   in   the 
design   of   their   learning   activities.   Technology   is   integral   to   most   learning   designs,   used   daily   within   and 
beyond   the   classroom   for   collaboration,   inquiry,   and   composition,   as   well   as   for   connecting   with   others 
around   the   world.   In   the   classroom,   teachers   serve   as   educational   designers,   coaches,   and   facilitators, 
guiding   students   through   their   personalized   learning   experiences. 
 

Digital   Citizenship:   Everyone’s   Responsibility 
In   the   National   Education   Association's    Educator’s   Guide   to   the   Four   C’s  ,   “in   the   21st   century,   citizenship 47

requires   levels   of   information   and   technological   literacy   that   go   far   beyond   the   basic   knowledge   that   was 
sufficient   in   the   past.” 
 
We   communicate   not   only   through   text,   but   through   a   combination   of   audio,   visual,   and   other   modalities. 
Personal,   professional,   and   academic   forms   of   communication   are   increasingly   being   produced   in   these 
varied   forms,   such   as   online   video   and   audio,   interactive   charts,   infographics,   graphs,   maps,   polls,   and 
surveys.   These   forms   of   communication   are   also   increasingly   found   on   a   diverse   span   of   platforms:   a   web 
page,   a   digital   portfolio   post,   a   text   message,   an   app,   Google   chat,   a   social   network,   and   more.   Critical 
inquiry   of   various   communication   forms   and   platforms   is   now   part   of   a   primer   for   21st-century   literacy.  
 
Yet,   cyberbullying,   student   safety,   and   other   digital-era   issues   present   us   with   challenges.   Ultimately,   we 

47   National   Education   Association.    Educator’s   Guide   to   the   Four   C’s .   Retrieved   from 
http://www.nea.org/assets/docs/A-Guide-to-Four-Cs.pdf 
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need   to   develop   pedagogical   practices   and   a   district   culture   that   helps   ensure   students   become   critical 
thinkers,   behave   responsibly   and   safely   in   our   digital   world. 

 
Department   of   Education:   Future   Ready   Pledge 
In   conjunction   with   the   Alliance   for   Excellent   Education   and   the   US   Department   of   Education,   Future 
Ready   Schools   is   a   comprehensive   effort   to   maximize 
digital   learning   opportunities   and   help   school   districts 
move   quickly   toward   preparing   students   for   success   in 
college,   career,   and   citizenship.  
 
Prior   to   the   adoption   of   the   five-year   strategic 
technology   plan,   through   a   commitment   made   by 
Superintendent   Dr.   Kristan   Rodriguez,   the   District 
indicated   a   desire   to   transform   teaching   and   learning   by 
signing   the   Future   Ready   Pledge.   Continued   efforts   to 
work   with   students,   educators,   families,   and   members 
of   our   community   to   become   Future   Ready   by   engaging   in   and   supporting   a   wide   range   of   activities 
include: 
 

1. Fostering   and   Leading   a   Culture   of   Digital   Learning   Within   Our   Schools 
2. Helping   Schools   and   Families   Transition   to   High-speed   Connectivity 
3. Empowering   Educators   through   Professional   Learning   Opportunities 
4. Accelerating   Progress   Toward   Universal   Access   for   All   Students   to   Quality   Devices 
5. Providing   Access   to   Quality   Digital   Content 
6. Offering   Digital   Tools   to   Help   Students   And   Families 
7. Mentoring   Other   Districts   and   Helping   Them   Transition   to   Digital   Learning 

 

Rethinking   Classroom   Space,   Continue   to   Explore   MakerSpaces  
For   the   first   time,   clear-evidence   has   been   found   that   well-designed   school   classrooms   can   boost   learning 
progress   in   reading,   writing   and   math.   In   recent   research   study   the   authors   noted ,   “a   well-designed 48

classroom   boosts   student   learning   by   as   much   as   16   percent.”   With   a   chance   to   explore   and   pilot 
technology-enabled   learning   environments   in   a   student-friendly   environment,   these   spaces   must   be 
flexible,   mobile   and   adaptable   to   meet   the   varying   needs   and   purpose   of   learning   by   students   and   teachers. 
There   are   key   locations   in   each   building,   for   instance   the   computer   labs   at   each   elementary   school,   that   can 
offer   an   updated,   digital   learning   environment.   These   spaces   can   include   interactive   connections   to 
whiteboards,   different   seating   arrangements,   movable   furniture   conducive   to   collaborating   in   smaller 
groups   and   charging   stations.  
 

48   Barrett,   P.   S.,   Zhang,   Y.,   Davies,   F.,   &   Barrett,   L.   C.   (2015).    Well-designed   classrooms   can   boost   learning   progress   in 
primary   school   pupils   by   16%,   new   research   reveals .   Retrieved   from 
http://www.salford.ac.uk/news/articles/2015/well-designed-classrooms-can-boost-learning-progress-in-primary-scho
ol-pupils-by-up-to-16-in-a-single-year,-research-reveals 
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Also,   these   updated   spaces   are   supportive   of   makerspaces,   which   was   recently   defined   by   Benjamin 
Herold   in   an   Education   Week   article    as   a   space,   “using   a   wide   variety   of   hands-on   activities   (such   as 49

building,   computer   programming,   and   even   sewing)   to   support   academic   learning   and   the   development   of   a 
mindset   that   values   playfulness   and   experimentation,   growth   and   iteration,   and   collaboration   and 
community.” 
  
Makerspaces   enable   students   to   explore   their   own   creativity   in   a   hands-on,   collaborative   learning 
environment.   The   Middle   School   currently   has   a   makerspace   and   a   location   is   being   developed   at   the   High 
School.   Although   these   spaces   do   include   low-cost,   low-tech   materials,   there   is   a   need   for   technology 
equipment,   such   as   3D   printers   that   once   employed,   are   in   constant-need   of   consumable   materials, 
equipment/kits,   which   will   continue   to   evolve   over   time. 
 

Innovative   Educators 
Too   often,   teachers   put   the   proverbial   cart   before   the   horse   when   integrating   technology.   They   find   an   app 
or   tool   they   like,   so   they   introduce   it   in   their   classroom.   The   students   might   find   the   technology   cool,   but   if 
the   teacher   hasn’t   identified   why   they’re   using   it,   integration   has   no   clear,   educational   purpose.  
 
The   innovative   educator   has   a   clear   learning   goal   in   mind,   chooses   tools   that   support   the   goal,   devises 
activities   in   support   of   it,   and   aligns   to   the   strategy   without   restricting   innovation.   When   these   elements   are 
in   place,   an   educator   is   on   a   path   to   meaningful   technology   integration. 
 

Assessment   Data   to   Support   Learning,   Effectiveness   of   Technology 
Skilled   educators   observe   their   students   and   often   incorporate   what   they   learn   from   those   observations   to 
improve   their   teaching.   Skilled   teachers   also   assess   and   probe   their   students,   with   both   formal   and   informal 
assessments,   experiment   with   varied   approaches   to   instruction,   and   implement   instructional   changes 
based   on   the   findings   of   those   experiments.   In   physical   classrooms,   these   experiments   are   usually   informal 
and   no   data   is   collected.   However,   as   data-collection   platforms   emerge   and   more   instruction   moves   online, 
it   becomes   easier   for   educators   to   gather   regular   and   systematic   information   about   their   students.  
 
Data   are   the   building   blocks   of   diagnostic,   formative,   and   summative   assessments,   all   key   elements   in   a 
system   where   learning   is   personalized   and   adapted   to   ensure   learner   success.   District   level   assessment 
tools,   such   as   the   adoption   of   a   learning   management   system   (LMS)   and   digital   portfolios,   can   strengthen 
curriculum   and   instruction,   and   support   more   diagnostic   teaching   practices   by   providing   administration, 
documentation   and   tracking   of   digital   learning.  
 
In   a   review   of   large-scale   testing   in   the   United   States,   Darling-Hammond,   L.,   &   Adamson,   F.   (2010)  50

suggest   data   from   assessments   can   be,   “enhanced   by   the   thoughtful   incorporation   of   adequately 
standardized   performance   assessments   in   tests   that   also   include   more   analytically-oriented 
multiple-choice   and   constructed   response   items.   A   more   balanced   and   comprehensive   assessment   system 

49   Herold,   B.   (2016).    Researchers   Probe   Equity,   Design   Principles   in   Maker   Ed .   Education   Week,   35,   p.   8-9.   Retrieved 
from:    http://www.edweek.org 
50   Darling-Hammond,   L.,   &   Adamson,   F.   (2010).    Beyond   basic   skills:   The   role   of   performance   assessment   in   achieving 
21st   century   standards   of   learning .   Retrieved   from    https://scale.stanford.edu 
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could   better   represent   academic   content   standards,   particularly   those   describing   higher-order,   cognitively 
demanding   performance   provide   clearer   signals   to   teachers   about   the   kinds   of   student   performances   that 
are   valued.” 
 
As   the   District   continues   to   invest   heavily   in   educational   technology,   we   have   a   pressing   need   to   generate 
evidence   about   the   effectiveness   of   these   investments   and   also   to   develop   evaluation   tools.   The   U.S. 
Department   of   Education   is   funding   a   rapid   cycle   technology   evaluation   project   that   will   design   research 
approaches   for   evaluating   apps,   platforms,   and   tools;   conduct   pilots   and   disseminate   resulting   short 
reports;   and   create   an   interactive   guide   and   implementation   support   tools   for   conducting   rapid   cycle 
technology   evaluations   to   be   used   by   schools,   districts,   developers,   and   researchers. 
 
Rapid   cycle   technology   evaluations   will   help   provide   results   in   a   timely   manner   so   that   evidence   of 
effectiveness   is   available   to   school   and   district   leaders   when   they   need   to   make   acquisition   decisions. 
Funding   these   evaluations   can   take   place   from   the   operating   budget,   exploring   grant   opportunities   or 
partnering   with   local   businesses. 
 

Strategies   &   Recommendations 
Explore   Transition   to   Online   Textbooks,   Resources 
The   U.S.   Department   of   Education   announced   in   February   2016   the   launch   of   the   #GoOpen   initiative, 
which   is   committed   to   supporting   school   districts   and   educators   as   they   transition   to   the   use   of 
high-quality,   openly-licensed   educational   resources   (OER).   The   District   should   explore   the   opportunity   to 
supplement   existing   curriculum,   where   feasible,   during   the   duration   of   the   strategic   technology   plan   as   a 
way   to   invest   in   the   transition   to   digital   learning.   In   addition   to   supporting   personalized   learning   and 
increasing   engagement,   there   may   be   efficiencies   that   can   be   found   by   migrating   towards   OER   materials 
(see   Section   4:   Infrastructure) .  
 
Create   a   Culture   of   Learning   and   Innovation 
Through   the   creation   of   the   strategic   technology   plan,   and   establishment   of   clear   strategic   planning 
connections   among   state,   district   and   school   levels   will   improve   digital   learning.   Through   the   adoption   of 
the   district   vision   statements,   District   and   building   administration   should   model   tolerance   for   risk   and 
experimentation   and   create   a   culture   of   trust   and   innovation. 
 
Account   for   Digital   Equity   for   Our   Students 
If   we   are   to   move   toward   a   digital   learning   environment,   it   is   imperative   that   the   district   accounts   for   a   digital 
divide   and   the   challenges   that   some   of   our   students   may   experience   accessing   digital,   curriculum-related 
content   at   home.   For   students   that   do   not   have   access   to   technology   in   support   of   our   curriculum,   we   feel 
the   District   should   meet   this   challenge   of   inadequate   technology   at   home   with   opportunities   to   use   District 
technology   outside   the   school   walls. 
 
An   excerpt   from   the   Consortium   for   School   Networking   (CoSN)   digital   equity   toolkit   shares   points   on   digital 
equity   at   home. 
 

A   digital   equity   solution   that   provides   a   student   with   precisely   what   she   or   he   needs   in   order   to 
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complete   homework,   may   not   implicitly   advance   digital   equity   for   that   student.   Stepping   back   for   a 
big   picture   view,   many   students   come   from   household   in   which   others   also   depend   upon   robust 
connectivity   to   fully   engage   in   work   and   life,   and   to   maintain   strong   home-school   connections.   The 
parents,   an   older   sibling   or   other   family   member,   may   be   using   shared   connectivity   or   even   a   shared 
device. 

 
If   you   were   to   simply   ask   lower   income   families   if   they   had   Wi-Fi   in   their   house,   the   majority   would 
say,   “yes”.   However,   the   Joan   Ganz   Cooney   Center,   a   team   of   researchers   funded   by   the   Bill   and 
Melinda   Gates   foundation,   undertook   such   a   mission   and   reported   that,   "access   to   the   Internet   and 
digital   devices   is   no   longer   a   simple   yes   or   no   question.   Whether   families   have   consistent   quality 
connections   in   the   capabilities   to   make   the   most   of   being   connected   is   becoming   just   as 
important.”    51

 
In   a   recent   survey   of   district   families,   99.5   percent   responded   that   there   was   access   to   the   Internet   at   home 
and   99.7   percent   of   parents   surveyed   have   two   or   more   devices   in   the   household.   Another   80.7   percent 
reported   having   five   or   more   devices   in   the   home.   However,   access   to   both   the   Internet   and      many   devices 
does   not   mean   a   student   is   making   the   most   of   the   connection   to   the   curriculum   and   their   learning.   The 
District   should   provide   support   on   topics   like   BYOD   and   digital   citizenship   to   parents,   families,   and   students 
for   a   better   understanding   of   the   importance   of   digital   learning   and   technology   integration. 
 
Develop   Funding   Plans   for   Sustainable   Technology   Acquisition 
Rather   than   viewing   technology   as   an   add-on   component   to   support   learning,   leaders   should   take   stock   in 
the   processes   across   learning   systems   and   identify   those   that   can   be   augmented   or   replaced   by   existing 
technologies.   During   the   planning   process,   a   technology   roadmap   should   be   developed   to   identify 
processes   for   which   no   replacement   currently   exists   within   the   district,   school,   or   college   and   set   goals   for 
developing   more   efficient   solutions. 
 
The   Educational   Technology   Department   must   develop   a   continuous   process   of   evaluation   and 
accountability   for   the   use   of   educational   technology   tools   for   teaching   and   learning,   measuring   and 
analyzing   student   achievement,   and   managing   finances. 
 
The   District   will   continue   to   explore   options   available   in   the   E-Rate   program,   that   can   provide   substantial 
discounts   toward   telecommunications,   including   hardware   as   well   as   Internet   access.  
 
Updates   to   Student   and   Faculty   Agreements,   Policies 
A   deep   review   of   existing   policies   and   agreements   to   support   flexible,   anytime,   anywhere   learning   is 
needed.   The   Educational   Technology   Department   should   continue   to   gather   information   related   to   the 
refining   and   completion   of   an   updated   Acceptable   Use   Policy   for   both   staff   and   students,   as   well   as   share   a 
school   committee-approved   Empowered   Use   Policy   ( see   Appendix   C:   Empowered   Digital   Use   Policy )   with 
all   stakeholders.   In   the   future,   working   policies   must   include   easily   comprehended   digital   citizenship   and 
permission   of   Web   2.0   tools   in   the   District’s   consent   forms.   For   the   development   of   digital   citizenship, 
resources   included   in   the   student   technology   standards   from   the   International   Society   for   Technology   in 

51   CoSN.   (2015).    Digital   Equity   Toolkit .   Retrieved   from    http://cosn.org/digital-equity-toolkit 
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Education   (ISTE)   can   be   used   as   a   guide.   Also,   Common   Sense   Media   is   a   great   resource   for   digital 
citizenship   and   Internet   safety. 
 
We   need   to   make   further   efforts   on   building   consensus   at   the   District   level   for   a   Bring   Your   Own   Device 
(BYOD)   policy,   with   support   and   approval   from   the   school   committee.   The   Massachusetts   Office   of   Digital 
Learning   has   released   BYOD   Guidelines    that   should   be   reviewed   prior   to   the   creation   of   a   formal   policy. 52

Using   local   exemplar   policies,   we   can   assemble   multiple,   concrete   examples   that   would   support   digital 
learning   during   and   beyond   school   hours   as   our   district   moves   forward. 
 
Finally,   in   conjunction   with   District   and   building   administration,   we   must   update   and   adopt   a   digital   Family 
Educational   Rights   and   Privacy   Act   (FERPA)    Student   Records   Notice.   This   important,   annual   notification 53

will   include   how   the   District   handles   digital   communications   as   well   as   student   records   and   data,   providing 
adequate   notice   on   the   District’s   retention   policies   under   the   FERPA   law   that   protects   the   privacy   of 
student   education   records. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
52   Massachusetts   Office   of   Digital   Learning.   (2013).    Office   of   Digital   Learning   BYOD   Guidelines.    Retrieved   from 
http://www.doe.mass.edu/news/news.aspx?id=7585 
53   For   addtional   information   on   FERPA,   please   visit    http://www2.ed.gov/policy/gen/guid/fpco/ferpa/index.html 
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Section   4:   Having   Infrastructure   and 
Hardware   That   Enable   the   Effective   Use   of 
Technology 

 
 
Our   goal   is   to   maintain   and   support   a   high   quality,   high   speed 
technology   and   infrastructure   system   which   is   essential   to   the 
advancement   of   digital   learning.  
 
When   part   of   a   comprehensive   educational   strategy,   the   effective   use   of   technology   provides   tools, 
resources,   data,   and   support   systems   that   increase   teaching   opportunities   and   promote   efficiency.   Such 
environments   enable   anytime,   anywhere   learning   based   on   competency   and   mastery   with   all   stakeholders, 
who   are   guiding   the   way   for   each   student   to   succeed.   High   quality,   high   speed   technology   and 
infrastructure   systems   are   essential   to   the   advancing   of   digital   learning,   and   needs   continual   review   during 
any   planning   process   based   on   department,   school   and   our   District   initiatives   and   strategies.  
 
Internal   and   external   assessments   of   network   infrastructure   were   conducted   to   determine   our   readiness   for 
supporting   a   digital   learning   environment.   In   addition   to   staffing   needs,   the   infrastructure   assessment 
included   resources   required   for   ongoing   monitoring,   management,   and   maintenance   of   network 
infrastructure   and   devices,   ensuring   all   staff   and   students   have   equitable   access.   Key   elements   of   an 
infrastructure   plan    should   include   the   following: 54

 
● Network   management   and   monitoring 
● User   help   desk   and   technical   support 
● Maintenance   and   life-cycle   of   devices   and   equipment 
● Estimates   of   future   demand   and   network   capacity   planning 
● Security   filtering 

 
Through   thoughtful   budgeting,   constant   review   of   the   latest   technologies   and   consideration   for   expected 
lifecycles   of   technology,   the   strategic   technology   committee   believes   digital   learning   options   should   be 
available   for   students   at   any   time   of   day.   Anytime,   anywhere   learning   is   dependent   on   robust   Internet 
access   and   the   capacity   to   use   digital   learning   tools   and   resources   on   demand. 
 

Strategies   &   Recommendations 
Adopt,   Promote   Technology   Replacement   Cycle   to   Support   Curriculum   Initiatives 
With   the   completion   of   a   district   asset   inventory ,   it   is   now   possible   to   predict   and   prepare   for   the 55

54   For   a   summary   of   estimated   costs,   please   see   Appendix   G:   Technology   Replacement   FY17-FY21. 
55   See   Appendix   D:   Inventory   for   further   details.  
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replacement   of   aging   equipment   and   to   define   a   life-cycle   expectancy.   Having   attained   a   hardware 
foundation,   based   in   large   part   to   the   FY13   Warrant   Article,   we   can   observe   and   work   with   building 
administrators   to   determine   which   classrooms,   teachers   or   student   groups   will   benefit   from   additional 
devices   and   equipment.   District   leaders   must   communicate   to   all   stakeholders   the   adopted   replacement 
cycle,   which   is   intended   to   provide   equitable   access   in   support   of   teaching   and   digital   learning.  
 
Mission   critical   equipment,   which   includes   fiber   optic   connections,   servers,   and   switches   has   a   longer 
replacement   cycle,   ranging   up   to   10+   years.   However,   equipment,   such   as   laptops,   Chromebooks   and 
tablets,   have   a   shorter   life-cycle   between   4   to   7   years.   The   expectations   of   equipment   will   continually   be 
assessed   and   adjusted   to   industry   standards   and   the   expected   use   of   the   equipment. 
 
Replace   Current   Telephone   Communication   System 
Our   telephone   system   is   outdated,   obsolete,   and   vulnerable.   A   strategic   goal   is   to   identify   a   replacement 
communication   system.   The   current   system   requires   expensive   service   to   fix   failures   and   difficult-to-find 
parts.   Current   leasing   options   using   VoIP    offer   features   and   applications   for   no   capital   investment   or 56

expensive   maintenance   contracts.   Our   current   infrastructure   would   need   improvements   to   accommodate 
the   new   features   a   VoIP   system   will   allow.   When   District   administrators   were   asked   to   consider   the   most 
important   hardware   technology   need   in   a   September   2015   survey,   an   updated   phone   system   was   a   top 
priority.   Funding   for   a   district   upgrade   to   VoIP   would   be   funded   out   of   a   district   telephone   budget,   not   from 
the   technology   budget. 
 
Continued   Support,   Maintenance   of   Network   Infrastructure 
Funding   for   general   infrastructure   is   directly   tied   to   eliciting   the   most   value   from   all   technology   investments 
made   in   the   District.   With   high-speed   Internet   access,   personalized   pathways   for   active   and   collaborative 
student   learning   become   available.   In   several   locations,   specifically   at   the   High   School,   improved 
performance   is   not   only   desirable   but,   in   time,   will   become   mandatory.   Further,   the   issues   of   security   and 
accountability   need   to   be   incorporated   into   the   long-term   goals   of   the   Educational   Technology   Department 
and   are   as   as   follows: 
 

● Wireless   Access   Point   Replacement 
● Increase   Internet   Bandwidth 
● Access   Port   Upgrades   (Wireless   and   Ethernet) 
● Servers   and   Client   Devices 

 
Wireless   Access   Point   Replacement 
None   of   the   District’s   installed   access   points   are   fifth   generation   wireless,   capable   of   802.11ac   performance 
levels,   which   equates   to   1.3   gigabits   per   second   (Gbps).   A   goal   of   the   technology   plan   is   to   overcome   this 
limitation.   In   July   2017   the   cloud-management   license   expires   for   the   oldest   group   of   96   access   points, 
which   all   are   located   at   the   High   School.   These   devices   need   to   be   replaced   in   the   FY18   budget   at   a   cost   of 
is   $57,600   (includes   a   new   five-year   license).   In   June   2018   the   cloud-management   license   for   the 
remaining   175   access   points   will   expire.   The   devices   need   to   be   replaced   at   a   cost   of   $105,000.  

56   VoIP   is   defined   as   technology   that   allows   telephone   calls   to   be   made   over   computer   networks   like   the   Internet 
instead   of   a   public   switched   telephone   network   (PSTN). 
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Increase   Internet   Bandwidth 
The   adoption   of   Google   Apps   for   Education   made   Internet   bandwidth   a   resource   of   primary   importance. 
Loss   of   this   service   would   seriously   impact   the   day-to-day   activities   of   students.   While   our   network 
connectivity   has   been   generally   reliable,   the   bandwidth   needed   to   support   all   the   activity   is   sometimes 
strained,   and   demand   keeps   growing.   There   are   times   when   performance   is   impacted   or   not   steady. 
Further,   this   can   occur   at   inopportune   moments   (e.g.   classroom   activities   and   online   testing).   Looking 
ahead,   a   June   2014   Cisco   study    predicts   that,   by   2018,   total   wireless   traffic   will   be   9x   larger   than   that   of 57

2013. 
 
We   can   conclude,   that   bandwidth   is   the   most   significant   impediment   (i.e.   bottleneck)   to   enhancing, 
enabling   and   expanding   our   use   of   technology.   Our   Internet   service   is   currently   provided   by   Verizon’s   public 
FiOS   service,   which   although   low   cost,   has   drawbacks   such   as   capped   and   unpredictable   performance   (i.e. 
speed   is   only   “best   effort”   in   either   direction   and   never   guaranteed)   and   we   do   not   have   a   Service   Level 
Agreement   (SLA)   with   Verizon,   providing   an   agreement,   where   service   and   support   is   formally   defined. 
Additionally,   the   connection   speed   is   not   the   same   to   all   buildings. 
 
The   Educational   Technology   Department   continually   evaluates   ways   to   reduce   bandwidth   limitations. 
These   include   the   acquisition   of   private   (often   referred   to   as   “dark”)   fiber    between   buildings   and 58

employing   a   WAN   architecture   (available   from   Charter   Communications),   which   can   be   scaled   much   higher 
than   Verizon   FiOS,   providing   faster   Internet   speeds.   As   of   the   adoption   of   the   strategic   technology   plan, 
dark   fiber   is   still   cost   prohibitive.   However,   the   network   administrator   meets   with   Charter   Communications 
each   year   to   keep   abreast   of   what   they   offer   and   in   hopes   of   a   price   reduction   that   makes   them   competitive 
with   FiOS   on   a   cost   per   Mbps   basis. 
 
Access   Port   Upgrades   (Wireless   and   Ethernet) 
Access   ports   are   the   conduits   for   data   and   communication   between   school   and   personal   devices   and   the 
Internet   or   other   parts   of   the   network   (WAN).   Client   devices   now   include   PCs,   Tablets,   printers,   phones   and 
a   variety   of   other   devices.   Throughout   the   district   most   of   the   access   ports   are   capped   at   100   Mbps 
performance. 
 
With   the   next   wave   802.11ac    wireless   standard   as   a   goal,   cost   estimates   for   various   levels   of   access   port 59

capacity   are   provided   below.   Current   and   foreseeable   performance   levels   include: 
 

1   Gpbs   access   port   with   10   Gbps   backbone   (can   use   existing   copper   and   most   fiber*) 

10   Gpbs   access   port   with   10   Gpbs   backbone   (can   use   some   existing   copper/fiber*)  

10   Gpbs   access   port   with   40   Gpbs   backbone   (can   use   some   existing   copper   but   no   fiber*) 

57   Cisco.   (2014).    Cisco   Visual   Networking   Index   Predicts   Annual   Internet   Traffic   to   Grow   More   Than   20   Percent   by 
2018 .   Retrieved   from    https://newsroom.cisco.com/press-release-content?articleId=1426270 
58   Per   Webopedia.com,   dark   fiber   refers   to   unused   fiber-optic   cable.   Often   times   companies   lay   more   lines   than   what's 
needed,   which   can   be   leased   to   companies   who   want   to   establish   connections   among   their   own   locations. 
59   802.11ac   is   the   latest   Wi-Fi   standard,   also   known   as   "Gigabit   Wi-Fi"   and   "5G   Wi-Fi”. 
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40   Gpbs   access   port   with   40/100   Gpbs   backbone   (requires   all   new   copper/fiber) 

 
*Note:   A   preliminary   study   of   existing   copper   and   fiber   needs   to   be   undertaken   to   determine   what   might   be 
useable   and   what   needs   to   be   replaced.  
 
Some   notes   on   the   existing   copper   and   fiber: 
 

● With   increased   speed,   the   effective   distance   of   both   copper   and   fiber   decreases.   Thus,   our   fiber 
which   supports   1   Gbps   out   to   275   meters   is   reduced   to   33   meters   at   10   Gbps.   Likewise,   Cat   6 
copper   can   accommodate   10   Gbps   speed   out   to   only   54   meters. 

● Beyond   the   speed/distance   factor,   Cat   6   copper   allows   for   two-way   communication   on   each   pair   of 
wires,   where   Cat   5e   does   not.   That   means   although   both   Cat   5e   and   Cat   6   can   do   1   Gbps,   Cat   5e 
will   appear   to   run   slower.   Therefore,   we   recommend   no   copper   of   Category   5e   and   below   be   used. 
This   is   mainly   a   concern   at   the   Swallow   Union   and   Florence   Roche   schools. 

● In   all   cases   where   new   or   replacement   Ethernet   cables   are   installed,   the   Cat   6a   standard   is 
recommended.   This   will   provide   10   Gbps   performance   to   100   meters. 

 
It   is   likely   that   access   port   upgrades   will   require   at   least   some   copper   wiring   be   replaced.   A   precise   cost 
estimate   is   not   possible,   in   part,   because   we   do   not   know   how   much   existing   material   can   be   retained. 
Additionally,   each   building   varies   in   the   challenges   to   installation   and,   for   this   reason,   vendors   require   a 
building   walk-through   before   they   will   quote.  
 
The   cost   for   category   6   cable   is   $250   per   one-thousand   feet   and   we   suggest   a   cost   of   $50   per   connection 
for   electrician   labor   (proper   installation).   If   we   assume   average   cable   runs   of   100   feet   we   can   calculate   $75 
per   connection.   Allowing   $5   for   plates   and   patch   panels   yields   a   reasonable   figure   of   $80   per   connection. 
 
In   the   worst   case   scenario   of   replacing   all   wireless   AP   and   computer-lab   Ethernet   runs   we'd   need   481   total 
installs   for   $38,480   (see   notes   in   the   following   section   for   an   explanation   of   this   installation   count).   If   we 
upgrade   this   to   the   recommended   Cat   6a   standard,   the   cable   cost   is   about   30%   higher   which   raises   the 
total   to   $42,087.50. 
 
All   district   access   ports   should   be   upgraded   to   at   least   1   Gbps   performance   with   at   least   10   Gbps 
connections   between   data   closets   (backbone).   Of   greatest   importance   are   the   ports   used   by   wireless 
access   points   which   should   be   increased   beyond   1   Gbps   in   conjunction   with   a   move   to   the   802.11ac 
standard.   This   will   allow   many   more   devices   to   reliably   use   the   available   bandwidth,   needed   to   support 
District   curriculum   initiatives.   Based   on   usage   trends   the   more   forward   looking   upgrade   is   10   Gbps. 
 

Cost   Estimates   (Wireless   Access   Ports) 

1   Gbps   access   with   10   Gbps   backbone $200   per   port x271   ports   =   $54,200* 

10   Gbps   access   with   10   Gbps   backbone** $600   per   port x271   ports   =   $162,600* 
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10   Gbps   access   with   40   Gbps   backbone $820   per   port x271   ports   =   $222,220* 

40   Gbps   access   with   40/100   Gbps   backbone $2000   plus   per   port x271   ports   =   $542,000* 

 
*Note:    The   calculation   of   271   ports   is   based   on   the   number   of   ports   used   by   wireless   access   points   district 
wide.   For   this   reason   all   of   the   ports   are   provided   with   PoE+   power   rating.  
 
**Note:    Recommended   upgrade   for   the   District. 
 
The   cost   estimate   includes   a   switch-chassis   and   modules   at   both   ends   (data   closet   and   head-end   room).   It 
is   based   on   a   chassis   housing   144   access   ports   for   1   Gbps   Ethernet   or   48   access   ports   for   10   Gbps.   Some 
efficiencies   accrue   as   more   data   closets   are   added   but   this   is   offset   by   the   need   for   appropriate   gigabit 
interface   converter   (GBIC)   and   possibly   new   copper/fiber   which   are   not   included   here.   All   estimates   are 
based   on   equipment   readily   available   in   April   2016   and   are   subject   to   change.   The   costs   do   not   reflect   an 
exhaustive   price   comparison. 
 

Cost   Estimates   (Ethernet   Access   Ports) 

1   Gbps   access   with   10   Gbps   backbone* $120   per   port x2200   ports   =   $264,000** 

10   Gbps   access   with   10   Gbps   backbone $600   per   port x210   ports   =   $126,000*** 

 
*   Note:    No   higher   speeds   are   deemed   necessary   for   most   Ethernet   connections.   Per   node,   Ethernet   at   1 
Gbps   is   faster   than   802.11ac   wireless. 
 
**   Note:    The   calculation   of   2200   ports   is   based   on   the   number   of   currently   installed   switches,   not   on   the 
number   of   ports   actually   in   use.   That   number   is   significantly   smaller   with   reduced   use   of   hard   connections 
everywhere.   Strategic   placement   of   devices   (where   ports   are   known   to   be   in   use)   would   reduce   the   cost   of 
Ethernet   upgrades   substantially.   Our   recommendation   would   not   be   to   replace   all   Ethernet   access   ports   but 
in   certain   areas   where   performance   matters   (such   as   labs).  
 
***   Note:    Technology   oriented   (computer   lab)   facilities   in   each   school   comprise   a   recommended   subset   of 
Ethernet   access   ports   that   could   make   effective   use   of   10   Gbps   performance.   The   figure   of   210   ports 
represents   7   labs   with   30   Ethernet   ports   installed.   The   distribution   is   one   lab   in   Florence   Roche,   Swallow 
Union,   Middle   School   South   and   Middle   School   North   and   three   labs   in   the   High   School. 
 
The   cost   estimate   for   1   Gbps   Ethernet   does   not   include   chassis   or   modules   at   both   ends.   It   is   assumed   that 
chassis   will   exist   already   in   the   closet   due   to   the   higher   priority   of   the   wireless   infrastructure.   The   switches 
used   in   this   estimate   are   not   chassis   based   and   not   upgradable   in   performance.   They   are   based   on   edge 
switches   with   a   capacity   of   48   access   ports   plus   2   uplink   modules   added   at   10   Gbps   (two   needed   to 
cascade   between   switches). 
 
Access   port   speed   and   bandwidth   are   intertwined   and   should   be   considered   together.   Our   success   in 
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adopting   technology   to   leverage   teaching   and   learning   will   increasingly   tax   these   resources   (access   ports 
and   Internet   speed). 
 
Replacement   of   Servers,   Teacher   and   Student   Devices  
Servers   provide   necessary   protocols   and   resources   for   a   network   to   operate.   This   includes   machine 
addressing,   domain   name   services   and   user   authentication.   The   District   needs   to   replace   servers   to 
maintain   reliability   and   compatibility   with   evolving   standards. 
 
The   above   topics   are   all   important   to   enable   true   BYOD   in   this   district.   While   BYOD   is   a   useful   way   to   lower 
costs,   ongoing   need   for   district   owned   devices   still   exists.   A   few   reasons   are: 
 

● Teaching   and   learning   go   much   smoother   when   students   have   similar   devices 
● Equal   access   laws 
● Software   compatibility   issues 
● Dissimilar   screen   sizes   and   other   differences   make   for   different   experiences 

 
The   district   currently   supports   labs   and   mobile   cart   resources   with   client   devices   used   by   students.   A 
replacement   plan   for   these   devices   must   be   developed   and   implemented,   with   a   review   of   available   options, 
such   as   virtualization.   Virtual   desktop   infrastructure   (VDI),   which   consolidates   and   centralizes   software   to 
provide   a   comprehensive   desktop   environment,   would   require   an   investment   into   the   overall   infrastructure 
including   access   port   speed   and   other   improvements   to   networking   to   be   viable   as   an   alternative. 
 
Explore   Alternative   Printing   and   Copying   Practices 
In   FY16,   in   conjunction   with   the   business   department,   a   savings   was   realized   to   future   operating   costs 
surrounding   printing.   With   a   new   centralized   printing   agreement   at   each   building,   we   reduced   the   number 
of   supported   printers,   removing   many   from   classrooms.   Further   efficiencies,   including   print   management 
solutions   that   reduce   paper   use,   toner,   and   most   important,   time   must   be   explored.   Also,   in   FY17,   a   majority 
of   District   copy   machines   will   come   off   a   three-year   lease   and   support   contract.   This   provides   an 
opportunity   to   explore   a   further   reduction   of   mid-level   copiers   in   favor   of   higher   capacity   copiers,   which   are 
more   efficient.   As   the   District   explores   opportunities   for   students   to   bring   Internet-enabled   devices   and   the 
efficiencies   of   supplemental   Open   educational   resources   (OER)   resources    (See   Section   3.   Culture   of 
Innovation) ,   a   District-wide   commitment   to   reduce   the   amount   of   paper   used   should   be   examined.  
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Conclusion 
 

 
Nurturing   innovative   classrooms   requires   several   major   shifts.   School   communities   need   to   agree   on   their 
vision   for   students.   They   need   to   develop   assessments   that   measure   progress   toward   desired   learning 
goals,   such   as   enhanced   problem-solving   and   collaboration.   Teachers   need   to   co-construct   new 
pedagogies   and   identify   new   instructional   language   to   discuss   preparing   students   for   these   goals   and 
evaluating   their   progress.  
 
The   progression   from   developing   our   District   vision   and   identifying   learning   goals   to   realizing   systemic   and 
innovative   change   is   fraught   with   uncertainty   and   obstacles.   We   must   encourage   experimentation   (and 
their   potential   failures)   so   that   educators   in   the   community   can   work   through   problems   and   gain   an 
understanding   of   how   technology   can   enhance   classroom   instruction.   When   teachers   uncover   innovative 
ways   that   technology   engages   students   and   nurtures   their   essential   skills,   they   start   to   transform   their 
instructional   practices   to   suit   our   evolving   technologically   rich   environment.   The   Educational   Technology 
Department   will   provide   the   necessary   support. 
 
One   way   that   we   can   nurture   a   culture   of   innovation   is   to   create   formal   or   informal   “skunkworks.” 
Skunkworks,   coined   by   aeronautics   leader   Lockheed   Martin   during   World   War   II,   are   groups   within   an 
organization   that   are   given   special   resources   and   protections,   so   they   can   innovate   and   reshape   the   future 
of   the   organization.   These   groups   may   informally   congregate   to   discuss   best   practices   and   strategies   for 
using   technology   in   the   classroom,   or   they   can   be   formally   sanctioned   to   develop   and   recommend 
strategies   or   tools   to   be   shared   with   the   faculty,   administration   and   the   Educational   technology 
Department.  
 
An   institutional   cycle   of   experimentation   and   reflection   can   reduce   some   of   the   individual   or   community 
anxieties   about   technology,   while   building   institutional   capacity   and   growth.   Effective   leaders   in 
educational   technology   expect   and   anticipate   failure,   analyze   instructional   shortcomings,   and   use   that 
information   to   better   instructional   practices.   They   work   to   build   a   consensus   around   learning   priorities   and 
emphasize   how   effective   technology   integration   supports   the   institution’s   primary   learning   goals.   They 
encourage   faculty   to   collaborate   and   share   their   experiences.   They   alert   others   to   shortfalls   and   ineffective 
uses,   and   support   faculty   as   they   think   more   constructively   and   effectively   about   technology   integration. 
 
Ultimately,   the   real   issue   behind   this   strategic   plan   is   not   the   technology   we   incorporate,   but   rather   about 
our   methodology,   vision,   and   objectives   as   educators.   This   plan   provides   us   with   an   opportunity   to   reflect 
upon   the   type   of   learning   experiences   we   want   to   provide   the   students   in   our   district   and   how   the   goal   will 
be   realized.   Technology   alone   will   not   necessarily   impact   our   thinking   about   teaching   and   learning,   but 
mindful    technology   integration   is   a   powerful   way   to   engage   our   students   and   ourselves   in   answering 
important   questions.   We   are   hopeful   that   we   will   take   full   advantage   of   this   opportunity   to   rethink   the 
purposes   of   schooling   in   the   21st   century. 
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Appendix   A:   ISTE   Standards   •   Students  60

 
Note:   The   current   standards   listed   on   Appendix   A:   ISTE   Standards   for   Students   were   published   in   2007.   A 
refresh   of   the   ISTE   Standards   for   Students   is   in   the   works   and   will   be   released   after   the   publication   of   this 
strategic   technology   plan.  
 
1.    Creativity   and   innovation:    Students   demonstrate   creative   thinking,   construct   knowledge,   and   develop 
innovative   products   and   processes   using   technology. 
 

a.   Apply   existing   knowledge   to   generate   new   ideas,   products,   or   processes 
b.   Create   original   works   as   a   means   of   personal   or   group   expression 
c.   Use   models   and   simulations   to   explore   complex   systems   and   issues 
d.   Identify   trends   and   forecast   possibilities 

 
   2.    Communication   and   collaboration:    Students   use   digital   media   and   environments   to   communicate   and 
work   collaboratively,   including   at   a   distance,   to   support   individual   learning   and   contribute   to   the   learning   of 
others. 
 

a.   Interact,   collaborate,   and   publish   with   peers,   experts,   or   others   employing   a   variety   of   digital 
environments   and   media 
b.   Communicate   information   and   ideas   effectively   to   multiple   audiences   using   a   variety   of   media 
and   formats 
c.   Develop   cultural   understanding   and   global   awareness   by   engaging   with   learners   of   other   cultures 
d.   Contribute   to   project   teams   to   produce   original   works   or   solve   problems 

 
3.    Research   and   information   fluency:    Students   apply   digital   tools   to   gather,   evaluate,   and   use   information. 
 

a.   Plan   strategies   to   guide   inquiry 
b.   Locate,   organize,   analyze,   evaluate,   synthesize,   and   ethically   use   information   from   a   variety   of 
sources   and   media 
c.   Evaluate   and   select   information   sources   and   digital   tools   based   on   the   appropriateness   to 
specific   tasks 
d.   Process   data   and   report   results 

 
4.    Critical   thinking,   problem   solving,   and   decision   making:    Students   use   critical   thinking   skills   to   plan   and 
conduct   research,   manage   projects,   solve   problems,   and   make   informed   decisions   using   appropriate   digital 
tools   and   resources. 
 

a.   Identify   and   define   authentic   problems   and   significant   questions   for   investigation 
b.   Plan   and   manage   activities   to   develop   a   solution   or   complete   a   project 

60   Permission   obtained   from   ISTE.   Credit:   ISTE   Standards   •   Students.   ISTE   Standards   for   Students,   Second   Edition,   © 
2007,   ISTE   ®   (International   Society   for   Technology   in   Education),   iste.org.   All   rights   reserved.   More   detailed 
information   on   ISTE   draft   standards   can   be   found   at    http://www.iste.org/standards/standards-for-students . 
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c.   Collect   and   analyze   data   to   identify   solutions   and/or   make   informed   decisions 
d.   Use   multiple   processes   and   diverse   perspectives   to   explore   alternative   solutions 
iste.org/standards 

 
5.    Digital   citizenship:       Students   understand   human,   cultural,   and   societal   issues   related   to   technology   and 
practice   legal   and   ethical   behavior. 
 

a.   Advocate   and   practice   safe,   legal,   and   responsible   use   of   information   and   technology 
b.   Exhibit   a   positive   attitude   toward   using   technology   that   supports   collaboration,   learning,   and 
productivity 
c.   Demonstrate   personal   responsibility   for   lifelong   learning 
d.   Exhibit   leadership   for   digital   citizenship 

 
6.    Technology   operations   and   concepts:    Students   demonstrate   a   sound   understanding   of   technology 
concepts,   systems,   and   operations. 
 

a.   Understand   and   use   technology   systems 
b.   Select   and   use   applications   effectively   and   productively 
c.   Troubleshoot   systems   and   applications 
d.   Transfer   current   knowledge   to   learning   of   new   technologies 
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Appendix   B:   ISTE   Standards   •   Teachers  61

 
1.    Facilitate   and   inspire   student   learning   and   creativity:    Teachers   use   their   knowledge   of   subject   matter, 
teaching   and   learning,   and   technology   to   facilitate   experiences   that   advance   student   learning,   creativity, 
and   innovation   in   both   face-to-face   and   virtual   environments.  

a.   Promote,   support,   and   model   creative   and   innovative   thinking   and   inventiveness  
b.   Engage   students   in   exploring   real-world   issues   and   solving   authentic   problems   using   digital   tools 
and   resources  
c.   Promote   student   reflection   using   collaborative   tools   to   reveal   and   clarify   students’   conceptual 
understanding   and   thinking,   planning,   and   creative   processes  
d.   Model   collaborative   knowledge   construction   by   engaging   in   learning   with   students,   colleagues, 
and   others   in   face-to-face   and   virtual   environments  

 
2.    Design   and   develop   digital   age   learning   experiences   and   assessments:    Teachers   design,   develop,   and 
evaluate   authentic   learning   experiences   and   assessments   incorporating   contemporary   tools   and   resources 
to   maximize   content   learning   in   context   and   to   develop   the   knowledge,   skills,   and   attitudes   identified   in   the 
Standards   for   Students.  

 
a.   Design   or   adapt   relevant   learning   experiences   that   incorporate   digital   tools   and   resources   to 
promote   student   learning   and   creativity  
b.   Develop   technology-enriched   learning   environments   that   enable   all   students   to   pursue   their 
individual   curiosities   and   become   active   participants   in   setting   their   own   educational   goals, 
managing   their   own   learning,   and   assessing   their   own   progress  
c.   Customize   and   personalize   learning   activities   to   address   students’   diverse   learning   styles, 
working   strategies,   and   abilities   using   digital   tools   and   resources  
d.   Provide   students   with   multiple   and   varied   formative   and   summative   assessments   aligned   with 
content   and   technology   standards,   and   use   resulting   data   to   inform   learning   and   teaching  
 

3.    Model   digital   age   work   and   learning:    Teachers   exhibit   knowledge,   skills,   and   work   processes 
representative   of   an   innovative   professional   in   a   global   and   digital   society.  
 

a.   Demonstrate   fluency   in   technology   systems   and   the   transfer   of   current   knowledge   to   new 
technologies   and   situations  
b.   Collaborate   with   students,   peers,   parents,   and   community   members   using   digital   tools   and 
resources   to   support   student   success   and   innovation  
c.   Communicate   relevant   information   and   ideas   effectively   to   students,   parents,   and   peers   using   a 
variety   of   digital   age   media   and   formats  
d.   Model   and   facilitate   effective   use   of   current   and   emerging   digital   tools   to   locate,   analyze, 
evaluate,   and   use   information   resources   to   support   research   and   learning  
 

61   Permission   obtained   from   ISTE.   Credit:   ISTE   Standards   •   Teachers.   ISTE   Standards   for   Teachers,   Second   Edition,   © 
2008,   ISTE   ®   (International   Society   for   Technology   in   Education),   iste.org.   All   rights   reserved.   More   detailed 
information   on   ISTE   standards   can   be   found   at    http://www.iste.org/standards/stadards-for-teachers . 
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4.    Promote   and   model   digital   citizenship   and   responsibility:    Teachers   understand   local   and   global   societal 
issues   and   responsibilities   in   an   evolving   digital   culture   and   exhibit   legal   and   ethical   behavior   in   their 
professional   practices.  
 

a.   Advocate,   model,   and   teach   safe,   legal,   and   ethical   use   of   digital   information   and   technology, 
including   respect   for   copyright,   intellectual   property,   and   the   appropriate   documentation   of   sources  
b.   Address   the   diverse   needs   of   all   learners   by   using   learner-centered   strategies   providing   equitable 
access   to   appropriate   digital   tools   and   resources  
c.   Promote   and   model   digital   etiquette   and   responsible   social   interactions   related   to   the   use   of 
technology   and   information  
d.   Develop   and   model   cultural   understanding   and   global   awareness   by   engaging   with   colleagues 
and   students   of   other   cultures   using   digital   age   communication   and   collaboration   tools 
iste.org/standards  

 
5.    Engage   in   professional   growth   and   leadership:    Teachers   continuously   improve   their   professional   practice, 
model   lifelong   learning,   and   exhibit   leadership   in   their   school   and   professional   community   by   promoting   and 
demonstrating   the   effective   use   of   digital   tools   and   resources.  
 

a.   Participate   in   local   and   global   learning   communities   to   explore   creative   applications   of 
technology   to   improve   student   learning  
b.   Exhibit   leadership   by   demonstrating   a   vision   of   technology   infusion,   participating   in   shared 
decision   making   and   community   building,   and   developing   the   leadership   and   technology   skills   of 
others  
c.   Evaluate   and   reflect   on   current   research   and   professional   practice   on   a   regular   basis   to   make 
effective   use   of   existing   and   emerging   digital   tools   and   resources   in   support   of   student   learning  
d.   Contribute   to   the   effectiveness,   vitality,   and   self-renewal   of   the   teaching   profession   and   of   their 
school   and   community. 
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Appendix   C:   Empowered   Digital   Use   Policy  
 

 
Empowered   Digital   Use   for  

Groton-Dunstable   Regional   School   District 
 
 
 

 
The   mission   of   the   Groton-Dunstable   Regional   School   District   (GDRSD)   is   to   prepare   and   inspire   all 
students   to   contribute   and   excel   in   a   connected,   global   community.   The   district   provides   ongoing   student 
instruction   that   develops   digital   citizenship   skill   sets   for   using   technology   as   a   tool   to   achieve   this   mission. 
Information   and   communication   technology   is   an   integral   part   of   GDRSD   curriculum   across   subjects   and 
grades   in   developmentally   appropriate   ways,   and   it   is   aligned   to   the   competencies   listed   in   the 
Massachusetts   and   Common   Core   State   Standards   which   include:   seek   knowledge   and   understanding; 
think   critically   and   solve   problems;   listen,   communicate   and   interact   effectively;   exhibit   strong   personal 
qualities;   and   engage   and   compete   in   a   global   environment. 
 
I   understand   that   using   digital   devices   (whether   personal   or   school   owned)   and   the   GDRSD   network   is   a 
privilege,   and   when   I   use   them   according   to   the   Responsible   Use   Guidelines,   I   will   keep   that   privilege. 
 
I   will: 
 

● Use   digital   devices,   networks   and   software   in   school   for   educational   purposes   and   activities. 
● Keep   my   personal   information   (including   home/mobile   phone   number,   mailing   address,   and   user 

password)   and   that   of   others   private. 
● Show   respect   for   myself   and   others   when   using   technology   including   social   media 
● Gives   acknowledgment   to   others   for   their   ideas   and   work. 
● Report   inappropriate   use   of   technology   immediately. 

 
The   Responsible   Use   Procedure   will   be   reviewed   each   school   year   together   with   students   and   teachers   and 
will   provide   a   springboard   for   teaching   and   learning   around   topics   such   as   Internet   safety,   digital   citizenship, 
and   ethical   use   of   technology 
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Appendix   C:   Empowered   Digital   Use   Policy   (Cont’d) 
 
The   Committee   supports   the   right   of   students,   employees,   and   community   members   to   have   reasonable 
access   to   various   information   formats   and   believes   it   is   incumbent   upon   users   to   utilize   this   privilege   in   an 
appropriate   manner. 
 
Safety   Procedures   and   Guidelines 
 
The   Superintendent   in   conjunction   with   the   Director   of   Technology   shall   develop   and   implement 
appropriate   procedures   to   provide   guidance   for   access   to   digital   resources.   Guidelines   shall   address   teacher 
supervision   of   student   computer   or   tablet   use,   ethical   use   of   digital   resources   and   issues   of   privacy   versus 
administrative   review   of   electronic   files   and   communications.   In   addition,   guidelines   shall   prohibit   utilization 
of   digital   resources   for   prohibited   or   illegal   activities   and   for   the   use   of   other   programs   with   the   potential   of 
damaging   or   destroying   programs   or   data. 
 
Internet   safety   measures   shall   be   implemented   that   effectively   address   the   following: 
 

● Controlling   access   by   minors   to   inappropriate   matter   on   the   Internet   as   defined   by   the   Children’s 
Internet   Protection   Act   (CIPA)   and   the   Children’s   Online   Privacy   Protection   Act   (COPPA); 

● Safety   and   security   of   minors   when   they   are   using   e-mail,   instant   messaging   applications,   and 
other   forms   of   direct   electronic   communications; 

● Preventing   unauthorized   access,   including   hacking,   viruses,   and   other   unlawful   activities   by   minors 
online; 

● Unauthorized   disclosure,   use   and   dissemination   of   personal   information   regarding   minors. 
 
The   Groton-Dunstable   Regional   School   District   shall   provide   reasonable   public   notice   to   address   and 
communicate   its   Internet   safety   measures. 
 
Empowered   Digital   Use 
 
All   students   and   faculty   must   agree   to   and   sign   our   Empowered   Digital   Use   from   prior   to   the   student   or 
staff   member   being   granted   independent   access   to   digital   resources   and   district   networks.   The   required 
form,   which   specifies   guidelines   for   using   digital   resources   and   district   networks,   must   be   signed   by   the 
parent   or   legal   guardian   of   minor   students   (those   under   18   years   of   age)   and   also   by   the   student.   This 
document   shall   be   kept   on   file   as   a   legal,   binding   document.   In   order   to   modify   or   rescind   the   agreement, 
the   student's   parent/guardian   (or   the   student   who   is   at   least   18   years   old)   must   provide   the   Director   of 
Technology   with   a   written   request. 
 
Employee   Use 
 
Employees   shall   use   district   e-mail,   district   devices,   and   district   networks   only   for   purposes   directly   related 
to   educational   and   instructional   purposes. 
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Community   Use 
 
On   recommendation   of   the   Superintendent   in   conjunction   with   the   Director   of   Technology,   the   district   shall 
determine   when   and   which   computer   equipment,   software,   and   information   access   systems   will   be 
available   to   the   community.   All   guests   will   be   prompted   to,   and   must   accept   our   district’s   Empowered 
Digital   Use   Policy   before   accessing   our   district   network. 
 
Disregard   of   Rules   and   Responsibility   for   Damages 
 
Individuals   who   refuse   to   sign   required   Empowered   Digital   Use   documents   or   who   violate   District   rules 
governing   the   use   of   District   technology   or   networks   shall   be   subject   to   loss   or   restriction   of   the   privilege   of 
using   equipment,   software,   information   access   systems,   and   network. 
 
Individuals   shall   reimburse   the   district   for   repair   or   replacement   of   District   property   lost,   stolen,   damaged,   or 
vandalized   while   under   their   care. 
 
LEGAL   REFS:      47   USC   §   254 
 
Reviewed   and   Adopted:   12/17/2014 
 
Note:   FCC   regulations   that   went   into   effect   April   20,   2001,   implementing   The   Children’s   Internet   Protection 
Act   (47   U.S.C.   §   254)   require   each   school/district   to   certify   compliance   with   certain   policy   requirements   in 
order   to   maintain   eligibility   for   Internet   access   discounts   and   other   services   provided   by   the   federal 
government. 
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Appendix   D:   District   Inventory 
 
As   of   May   15,   2016 

Florence   Roche   Elementary 
35   Desktops 
52   Laptops/Netbooks 
171   Google   Chromebooks 
69   Apple/Android   Tablets 
45   Projectors/LCD 
6   Apple   TV’s 

Swallow   Union   Elementary 
36   Desktops 
28   Laptops/Netbooks 
83   Google   Chromebooks 
61   Apple/Android   Tablets 
18   Projectors/LCD 
5   Apple   TV’s 

Groton-Dunstable   Regional   Middle   School 
81   Desktops 
156   Laptops/Netbooks 
436   Google   Chromebooks/Chromeboxes 
38   Apple   Tablets 
63   Projectors/LCD 
16   Apple   TV’s 

Groton-Dunstable   Regional   High   School 
115   Desktops 
140   Laptops/Netbooks 
330   Google   Chromebooks 
125   Apple/Android   Tablets 
53   Projectors/LCD 
20   Apple   TV’s 

Boutwell   ECC,   Central   Office,   Peter   Twomey 
30   Desktops 
25   Laptops 
5   Google   Chromebooks/Chromeboxes 
12   Apple   Tablets 
20   Projectors 

 

 

 

Groton-Dunstable   Regional   District   Totals 
297   Desktops 
401   Laptops/Netbooks 
1025   Google   Chromebooks/Chromeboxes 
305   Apple/Android   Tablets 
199   Projectors/LCD 
47   Apple   TV’s 
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Appendix   E.   Qualitative   Selection   Bias   Acknowledgement 
 
It   is   important   to   acknowledge   the   following   sample   bias   in   our   qualitative   surveys   and   data   collected   in 
both   the   Parent   and   Student   Technology   Home   Use   Surveys,   the   Staff   Technology   Assessment   Tool 
Survey,   and   the   Department   of   Technology   Survey. 
 
Voluntary   response   bias   occurs   when   sample   members   are   self-selected   volunteers.   An   example   of   this   can 
be   found   in   our   parent   communications   survey.   The   survey   was   sent   electronically.   The   sample   method 
may   have   made   those   comfortable   with   technology   more   apt   to   respond   and   potentially   skewed   the   results 
to   preferred   electronic   formats   as   preferred   communication   methods. 
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Appendix   F.   Technology   Self-Assessment   (Initial   Determination) 
 
Please   read   the   following   statements   to   determine   your   level   of   technology   proficiency. 
 
Early   Technology:I   don’t   regularly   use   technology   during   instruction.   My   technology   use   centers   on 
personal   productivity   tools   (e-mail,   attendance,   evidence   collection,   accessing   district   material   off   of   google 
drive).   I   use   technology   with   my   students   to   supplement   my   instruction   (such   as   skill   drills   and   practice 
activities)   primarily   in   a   computer   lab   setting   or   in   the   classroom   using   one   of   the   computer   or   iPad   carts. 
 
Developing   Technology:   I   usually   use   teacher   directed   learning   to   deliver   instruction.   I   use   projectors   and 
document   cameras   to   model   work.   I   use   technology   to   support   data   collection   and   to   report   information   to 
the   district.   I   use   it   for   personal   lesson   planning   and   curriculum   research.   I   explore   technology   to   support   my 
curriculum   goals.   My   students   use   of   technology   for   individual   student   projects   in   various   locations   such   as 
lab,   library   and   classroom. 
 
Proficient   Technology:   I   usually   use   teacher-facilitated   learning   in   my   classroom   where   my   students   use 
technology   in   the   classroom   for   cooperative   projects.   I   use      technology   for   research,   multimedia   and 
graphical   presentations   and   simulations   for   my   instruction.   I   share   technology   uses   with   other   teachers. 
 
Advanced   Technology:   I   run   a   student-centered      learning   classroom   where   I   act   as   a   mentor/facilitator.   My 
students   use   technology   to      communicate   and   collaborate   outside   the      classroom.   I   integrate   evolving 
technologies   that   transform   the   teaching      process   into   my   lessons   by   allowing   for      greater   levels   of   access, 
interest,   inquiry,   analysis,      collaboration,   creativity,      and   content   production.   I   seamlessly   integrate 
technology      throughout   my   classes   and   all      content   areas.   Technology   is      available   and   used   anytime   both 
in      school   and   at   home. 
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Appendix   G:   SAMR   Model 
 

 
SAMR   model   developed   by   Dr.   Ruben   Puentedura 
https://sites.google.com/a/msad60.org/technology-is-learning/samr-model 
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Appendix   H:   Technology   Replacement   Schedule   FY17-FY21 
 
The   replacement   schedule   has   been   included   into   a   District   Capital   Plan,   which   supports   the   strategic 
technology   plan.   The   amounts   listed   on   the   District   Capital   Plan   for   the   computer   labs,   staff   computer 
replacement,   and   student   mobile   devices   are   based   on   a   leasing   plan   proposal   through   vendors.  
 
The   Department   will   look   for   potential   funding   sources   from   grant   writing,   E-Rate   discounts,   connections   to 
private   sector   and   more   before   it   relies   upon   general   funds.   Important   to   note,   the   replacement   of   nearly 
250   Apple   iPads   across   the   District   are   not   included   in   the   above   replacement   schedule   for   programmatic 
purposes.  
 
Costs   associated   with   the   replacement   of   wireless   access   point   hardware,   upgrades   to   wiring,   servers, 
switches   or   other   infrastructure   have   been   included   in   the   10-year   capital   improvement   plan.   Also,   the 
upgrade   to   VoIP   will   be   overseen   by   both   the   Educational   Technology   Department   and   the   Office   of 
Business   and   Finance.   The   costs   of   both   the   hardware   upgrade   and   annual   VoIP   fees   are   not   included   in 
the   Educational   Technology   Department   operating   budget. 
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Appendix   I:   Fixed   Costs   from   District   Technology   Operating   Budget  
 

Item   Description Based   on   FY17   Costs 
District   Internet   (Verizon   FiOS,   Addition   Networks) $32,000 
Network   Infrastructure   (Antivirus,   Web   Filtering,   etc.)  $28,000 
Student   Information   System   (SIS) $26,000 

District   Software   (Assistive   technology,   Follett,   etc.) $20,000 
Computer   Support,   Repairs,   Supplies $15,000 
Professional   Development,   Affiliations,   Travel,   Misc. $9,000 
Totals $130,000 
 
Please   assume   a   3%   inflation   cost   accumulating   on   these   fixed   cost   items   over   the   next   five   years.  
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Acronyms   &   Glossary  
 

A 
Assistive   technologies    -   Any   item,      piece   of   equipment   or   product   system,      whether   acquired   commercially 
off   the   shelf,      modified   or   customized,      that   is   used   to   increase,      maintain,      or   improve   the   functional 
capabilities   of   an   individual   with   disabilities. 
 

B 
BYOD    -   Bring   Your   Own   Device 
 

C 

Cloud   computing    -   A   type   of   computing   that   relies   on   sharing   computing   resources   rather   than   having   local 
servers   or   personal   devices   to   handle   applications.  
 

D 
DESE    -   Massachusetts   Department   of   Elementary   and   Secondary   Education 
 
Digital   learning    -   The   strengthening   and   deepening   of   learning   through   the   effective   use   of   technology. 
 
Digital   portfolio    -   An   online   location,   providing   the   ability   to   create,   reflect   and   be   active   in   learning.   A   major 
goal   is   to   attract   an   authentic   audience   for   their   efforts,   empowering   students   to   connect   with   peers, 
schools,   teachers   and   with   their   world.   Their   digital   portfolio   should   capture   academic   growth   and   also 
ignite   a   flame   that   the   world   is   a   potential   audience,   not   just   their   teacher. 
 

G 
Google   Apps   for   Education   (GAFE)    -   Google   offers   schools   a   hosted   solution   for   their   e-mail,   calendar,   and 
chat   through   Google   Apps   for   Education,   an   integrated   communication   and   collaboration   solution.  
 
Gbps   (Gigabyte   per   second)    -   A   data   transfer   speed   measurement   for   high-speed   networks   such   as   Gigabit 
Ethernet.   When   used   to   describe   data   transfer   rates,   a   gigabit   equals   1,000,000,000   bits.   (Per   Webopedia) 
 

M  
Mbps   (Megabyte   per   second)    -   A   measure   of   data   transfer   speed   (a   megabit   is   equal   to   one   million   bits). 
Network   transmissions,   for   example,   are   generally   measured   in   Mbps.   (Per   Webopedia)  
 
Metacognition    -      The   awareness   or   analysis   of   one's   own   learning   or   thinking   processes. 
 

P 
Personalized   learning    -   Tailoring   learning   for   each   student’s   strengths,   needs   and   interests   -   including 
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enabling   student   voice   and   choice   in   what,   how,   when   and   where   they   learn   -   to   provide   flexibility   and 
supports   to   ensure   mastery   of   the   highest   standards   possible.   (Per   iNACOL)  
 
Project   based   learning   (PBL)    -   Assist   students   in   developing   21st-century   skills,   taking   place   in   the   context 
of   authentic   problems,   which   continues   over   time,   and   brings   in   knowledge   from   many   subject   areas. 
 

S 
Scaffolding    -   A   variety   of   instructional   techniques   used   to   move   students   progressively   toward   stronger 
understanding   and,   ultimately,   greater   independence   in   the   learning   process.   (From   the   Glossary   of 
Education   Reform) 
 

T 
Technology   integration    -   The   daily   use   of   technology   in   classrooms,   libraries,   and   labs   to   improve   student 
learning.   (From   Massachusetts   Department   of   Elementary   and   Secondary   Education) 
 

U 
Universal   Design   for   Learning    -   A   set   of   principles   for   curriculum   development   that   give   all   individuals   equal 
opportunities   to   learn.   (Defined   by   the   National   Center   on   Universal   Design   for   Learning) 
 
Unpacking   (a   standard)    -   The   process   of   determining   what   students   will   understand   and   be   able   to   perform 
when   a   standard   has   been   mastered. 
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